Tiger Football Special Preview see pages 4-5
Terps seek another title

Clemson's Three Rs

see page 6

Tiger receivers Terrance Rouhlac, Jim Riggs, and Ray
Williams are ready to teach opposing defenses a lesson.
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Sheridan brings new attitude to Wolfpack
by Jim Henderson
staff writer
I'm feeling good from my head
to my shoes.
A
I know where I 'm going and
I know what to do . . /
I've got a new attitude J|
That was from Beverly Hills
Cop, right? Patti Labelle was
singing about Eddie Murphy,
right? Or was it North Carolina
State's football team? What? NC
State's football team? The Wolfpack?
V-n^B^.
Just listen. According to one
offensive lineman, State is "going to kick a
(New Head
Coach Dick) Sheridan knows
what he's doing. Everyone
knows we can win—we're even
going to beat Clemson this
1
At one of his first press conferences, Coach Sheridan said,
"People keep asking me how long
it's going to take us to rebuild.
I'm not going to waste my first
two years here. We're going to
try to win now."
All this talk has even changed
the fans attitude. A record crowd
of 58,625 attended State's season
opener against East Carolina
University.
What is this? Football at
Jimmy V's University? Where
football games are just something to pass the time on Satur-
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day afternoon until basketball
season starts? Where the Pack
has gone 3-8 for three seasons
straight? Where they lost to Furman, a division I-AA school,
42-20?
Furman? That's where Sheridan is from. Ah yes, if you can't
beat 'em, join 'em.
And so the excitement. While
at Furman, Sheridan ran up a
69-23-2 record. That's a .745
winning percentage, the highest
among active division I-AA
coaches. Last year Furman was
the runner-up in the NCAA I-AA
Championship playoffs.
Offense
Sheridan has installed the "I"
formation he so effectively used
at Furman. Sheridan's "I" is
based on the running game setting up a limited, yet effective
passing gai^\\\VWU
The key to State's success may
be quarterback Eric Kramer's
ability to adapt to the "I".
Kramer was voted All-ACC quarterback last year, setting school
marks in yards pasing, total offense, and touchdown passes.
This year things will be different. "I don't think I'll break
as many pass records," said
Kramer, "because running is an
integral part of our new offense.
"Historically, Coach Sheridan
has had a very effective running
game that doesn't depend on one

4^.
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Delton Hall brings down a Wolfpack runner last season.
great runner but a group of
dependable runners."
Which is good, because dependable may be the only hope
for the Pack's slow (no tailbacks
run under a 4.5 forty), inexperienced backfield.
Bobby Crumpler, the No. 1
tailback, was a linebacker last
year. He hasn't taken one snap at
tailback in college. Senior Freddie Harris, the No. 2 tailback, is
State's leading returning rusher
with a whopping 122 yards on 43
carries.

The receivers are opposite.
With senior Haywood Jeffires
and junior Nasrallah Worthen
returning, the Pack receivers are
looking fast and experienced.
Their true worth will depend on
the offensive line's ability to
adapt to the season ending injury
Another offensive weapon will
be placekicker Mike Cofer.
Defense
The defense's favorite game?
Musical chairs. During the off
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season, Sheridan moved a quarterback to outside linebacker, a
fullback to inside linebacker, one
linebacker to tackle, another to
strong safety, and a third to free
safety. Got all that?
Either way, the anchor to it all
will be senior linebacker Kelvin
Crooms. Crooms led State with
161 tackles last year and is this
year's team captain.
Behind him, the secondary has
a solid starting lineup, but there
are no reserves to speak of. An
early season injury could seriously damage the Pack's hopes
of a winning season.
Outlook
In addition to changing the offense, defense, and several players; Sheridan also unveiled new
uniforms. But one has to wonder:
is it just the same old Wolfpack
in sheep's clothes?
As Sheridan said, "This team
was last in rushing offense,
rushing defense, scoring offense,
and scoring defense last year.
"We're starting to learn and
our progress is steady but slow.
We have to improve a great deal
to be competitive.
State got over it's first hurdle
by beating East Carolina 38-10
last Saturday. The second major
hurdle, and probable turning
point of the season, will be the
Maryland game on September 27.
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Deacons' chances rest on high-powered offense
account of injuries, Elkins suffered through a lackluster
season.
Elkins will have a speedy cast
Defense is the key to Wake of veteran receivers at his
Forest's season hopes—if they do disposal. Heading the list is
not have to play any, they will do potential All-ACC receiver
well. Rides as they are, the only James Brim, whose 51 catches
chance Wake Forest has of win- last year put him among the conning more than they lose is to ference elite. Also returning are
outscore their opponents.
David Chambers (27 catches) and
Wake Forest returns only 11 big play man Greg Scales, who
starters from last year's 4-7 had six touchdowns while only
squad. With only three of these catching 14 passes. This talented
on the defensive side of the foot- trio should allow for the developball, the Demon Deacon defense ment of newcomer James
will be young and inexperienced. Phillips at tight end.
Wake Forest head coach Al Groh
The loss of the talented runningwill not have the luxury of back duo of Topper Clemens (922
developing his younger players. yards) and Mike Ramseur (746
Because of lack of depth, many yards) could have been a disaster
young players wi|r*nave toube* if it weren't for their talented untested under fire. {
ierstudies. Speedy Darryl McGill
averaged 5.2 yards per carry last
Offense
season as a back-up, while Chip
Groh and his ottensive
nator must smile when they Rives also did well as a reserve
think about their team's offen- fullback. Both are expected to
sive potentiaTWake Forest has1 contribute immediately.
The talent at the skill positions
all the key fingredients to run an.
is
there, but it is the talent in the
effective pro-set offense: a classic
drop-back passer, speed at the trenches that will make Wake
skill positions and to tie it all Forest go. With an average size
together a big, veteran offensive of 6-2, 264 pounds, the line is big
and experienced, having three
line.
and two iuniors.
An offense's effectiveness seniors
Defense
starts at the quarterback posiDefensively, Wake Forest is in
tion. Sophomore Mike Elkins will trouble. With the loss of three
once again lead the Demon All-ACC performers as well as
Decons. After being thrust into five other defensive starters,
the starting position last year on Wake Forest will be hard pressed
by Andy Hobbs
staff writer

field, Greene may often find himself the only obstacle between a
ball carrier and the goal line
Kicking
The Wake Forest kicking game
is a real question mark. Returning punter Martin Bailey averaged only 37.7 yards per punt
last season and his job is in
jeopardy. Groh brought in two
new recruits to challenge for the
kicking spots. Due to the competition, freshman Dale Beckus and
Dave Behrmann have legitimate
chances of starting at punter and
placekicker, respectively.

Bryan Fortune/sr.photographer

Delton Hall dives in an attempted block in Death Valley
last year.
to match last years' fifth place
finish in the conference defensive
standings.
Wake Forest's defensive
strength lies in its linebackers.
Seniors Steve Lambert and Scott
Roberts will lead the Demon
Deacons linebacking corps. The
linebackers have their work cut
out for them, playing behind an
inexperienced front line and in
front of an inexperienced defensive backfield.
The Demon Deacons do not return a single starter from last

Ryan and Ronnie Grinton saw
limited action last year but will
be called upon to start this year.
If opposing teams have any
problems running against Wake
Forest, only All-ACC candidate
at cornerback A. J. Greene
stands in the way of making the
airways profitable for opposing
teams. As the only returning
defensive back starter, Greene
will be called upon to do much
more than he had to do last
season. With an inexperience
front line and defensive back-

Outlook
Wake Forest's season depends
on the development of its defense. Wake Forest's early schedule will allow this to happen as
they face a weak schedule until
they face their first real challenge
in the form of Virginia in game
five. If the defense gels into
anything resembling a respectable unit, the offensive unit has
the horses and the experience to
take the Demon Deacons out of
the ACC cellar. If the defense
does not gel, Wake Forest's
games will be swinging shootouts
However, if the games come
down to the kicking game, the
Demon Deacons may be in the
same boat as they were in last
year, when they lost three games
by a total of seven points.
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The Tiger's option play should work well against Virginia's young defense.

Cains' Welch looking for answers
by Eric Keller
assistant sports editor
George Welsh enters the new
year with the hopes of answering
some questions Virginia has
about itself. Some of these may
include, can we rebuild an offensive line? Will we have a defense
that can stop anyone?
Last year's 6-5 sauad returns
only half of its letter men
However, it did mark Welsh's
third straight winning season at
Virginia.
Offense
The Cavs, who were second to
Maryland in total offense last
year, do return their start
quarterback Don Majkowski.
Majkowski, a senior, is by far the
most tested and proven quarterback in the conference.
Majkowski was the conference
leader in rushing for his position.
He ranked fourth in total offense
with 1,528 yards. These statistics are only for 10 games as
Welsh suspended his signal
caller for a rule infraction. The infraction was that Majkowski was
seen drinking in public. The
game he missed was a 24-22 loss
at the hands of North Carolina.
Majkowski is joined by several
veterans in the backfield and in
the receiving corps. Tailback
Howard Petty, a senior, inherits
the starting spot from standout
Barry Word. Joining Petty will
be converted cornerback Chris
Warren. Warren was the team's

leading punt returner last year
and runner up for the ACC's
Rookie of the Year award.
When going to the air
Majkowski will be looking for
sophomore tight end Joel
Dempsey (6-3, 231) and Jon
Muha at wide receiver. Dempsey,
a starter a year ago, was third on
the team in receiving. He had 11
catches and averaged 14.7 yards
a catch. Muha led the team with
24 receptions.
The entire offense depends on
the rebuilding of the offensive
line. Graduation claimed the entire group of starters including
All-American Jim Dombrowski.
Likely replacements include
juniors John Fetsko (6-4, 239)
*' and brother Mike (6-5, 253) at the
Vguard position. At tackle, seniors
Scott Urch (6-2, 246) and Jim
Horn (6-5, 258) are looking for
starting slots.
"We like our running backs, so
if the offensive line comes
through, we should be able to run
the football," said Walsh. "As
far as the passing game is concerned, we have an excellent
quarterback in Majkowski and
two good tight ends."
Defense
Virginia lost both of its linebackers that it used in its 5-2 defense a year ago. The two, Russ
Swan and Charles McDaniel,
combined for 217 tackles, four
sacks and three interceptions in
their final year.
To fill the void Welsh has
moved defensive end Sean Scott

to inside linebacker. Scott (6-3,
195) led the squad in sacks with
eight, and was third on the team
in tackles with 85. He earned
Honorable Mention AllAmerican status last year.
Returnees on the line include
sophomore tackle Billy Keys (6-4,
240) and senior Rayotis Perkins
(6-5, 239). One defensive end spot
belongs to sophomore Elton
Toliver (6-2, 237) while the other
is still being fought for.
Virginia's defensive stregnth
lies in the secondary. Three
starters return to patrol the airways. Seniors Kevin Gould and
Kevin Ferguson will be joined by
junior Ryan Jackson.
"A lot will depend on our linebacker play," said Welsh. "We
should be improved uptront ana
we should be improved in the
secondary so I think we have a
chance to be a pretty good defensive team."
Outlook
The Cavs schedule at a glance
looks rather easy. Games later in
the season against Clemson and
Maryland should be the toughest
struggles for Welsh and
company.
Last week they opened their
season with a convincing 30-20
victory over South Carolina. The
offense managed to rack up over
500 yards. However, the defense
was somewhat shaky against the
Gamecock's sputtering run and
shoot offense.
A lot will be answered when
the Cavs travel to rival Navy
next week.

If you're coming to
Atlanta for the Tech
game, plan to stay at the
magnificent Marriott
Marquis for just $59/
room Friday and/or
Saturday night. The most
talked-about new hotel
in the Southeast, the
Marquis features a spectacular 47-story atrium,
spacious rooms, ten

restaurants and lounges,
indoor/outdoor pool,
fully-equipped health
club and great Peachtree
Center shopping. Best
of all, it's just a short
MARTA Rapid Transit
ride from Grant Field.
Call 1-800-228-9290
for reservations.
Marriott People know how.

Harriott

ATLANTA
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MARQUIS

Heart of Peachtree Center, 1-800-228-9290 or 1-404-521-0000.
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Tiger Football '86
Tigers hope to return to winning trend
by Tommy Trammell
sports editor
In a world of college football featuring the Boz, the run and shoot, and
the 12th man, Clemson football may
seem lost in the shuffle this season.
Think again.
While Danny Ford's Tigers may
not have a wild-eyed linebacker with
an inverted crewcut, or resort to a
pass-as-you-please offense, or even
allow the student body to form its
own kick-off squad, they do have the
horses to rattle the college football
rankings this fall.
Ford welcomes back 52 lettermen
and 14 starters from last year's squad
that finished a 6-5 campaign with a
trip to the Independence Bowl. With
an improved defense, some super glue
on the pigskin, and a game-breaking
back like Kenny Flowers, you might
just find the Tigers bowling elsewhere this year.
"We have to improve on both sides
of the ball this year if we are going to
be a good football team," Ford said
earlier this spring. "We have given up
far too much yardage defensively in
the last couple of seasons and we have
to work on protecting the football offensively."
If the Tigers are to plan on playing
a 12th game this season Ford must
also find a way to keep his key people
on the field and off the trainer's table.
With all the work head trainer Fred
Hoover put in last season on Clemson's parade of bumps, bruises, and
breaks he's bound to be up for a guest
shot on M*A*S*H this fall.

Bryan Fortune/sr. photographer

Rodney Williams will run and
pass this season as the Tigers'
No. 1 quarterback.
Injuries took their toll on the Tigers
last year, in particular on the defensive side of the ball. Michael Dean
Perry and bandit and Terence Mack
became charter members of the walking wounded last season, while senior
standout defensive lineman Steve
Berlin and tackle Richard McCullough both missed large protion of
the season with injuries.
Perry, Mack, and McCullough all
return this year with clean bills of
health.
When you speak of Clemson offense, the corner is where the action

is. In years gone by the Tigers have
relied on an option offense which consisted on getting their speedy backs
outside the defensive containment.
Some things never change and for
good reason.
With Kenny Flowers burning rubber from his tailback position, the option should shift into high gear on
Saturday afternoon this fall. While
Kenny may not be ready to take on
"Big Daddy" Don Garlits in the
Winter Nationals, he's got more than
enough horsepower to race by anyone
in the conference this year.
But this too shall pass, for quarterback Rodney Williams has other
plans for the pigskin—a return to the
"three Rs."
Not readin', 'ritin', and 'rithmatic,
but Riggs, Roulac, and Ray (Williams): three highly potent receivers
who are ready to teach opposing
defenses a lesson this fall. Jim Riggs,
the Tigers tight end, and receiver Terrance Rouhlac have been touted as
preseason Ail-Americans while
Williams returns as a solid receiver
and an explosive kick returner for the
Tigers.
Quarterback Williams, who is
known more for his legs than his arm,
demonstrated last year that he can air
it out when he has to. Playing during
Ford's "back to the basics" offensive
game plan, Williams threw for 772
yards to pace the team and set a new
Tiger freshman record in the process.
Before Tiger fans begin to cry
"bring on the Sooners," one must
realize the Tigers are not without
fault. Questions surround the offen-
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Danny Ford hopes to have plenty
to clap about this year in Death
Valley.
sive line and the linebacking corps,
both of which are as green as the
grass on Bowman Field.
Academic ineligibility claimed
returning backers Keith Williams and
Henry Walls, while academic success,
rather graduation, depleted the offensive line.
No, the Tigers don't offer many
gimicks or flashy formations to
garner attention, but their play between the goalposts this fall may just
turn some heads.
Who knows? The Tigers may just
impose a few trends of their own—let
their opponents and barbers beware.

Football: what a game
by David Brandes
staff

writer

While the last sticky gasps of summer continue to fight off the cool,
crackling days of fall, it is time for the
more cerebral minds of the western
hemisphere to sit and ponder one of
man's most confusing enigmas—football.
To most of the civilized world, football is a game played with short and
no pads, on a field with few marks,
and with a ball that looks remarkably
like a checkerboard. But as all redblooded Americans know, true football is a knock-em down, rip-em up,
and spit-on-their-graves type deal
that gets almost as rough on the field
as it does in the stands.
But just what makes this sport,
above all others, just so fascinating?
Is it the intellectual strategies and
tactics of man against man and team
against team that attract the viewers;
or is it the blood, violence, and threat
of injury that brings out the primal
urges in the fans? Are you joking?
Bring on the next victim, er, I mean
team.
But beyond the obvious carnage
and maiming, what does make this
sport special, different from say
basketball, baseball, or full contact
chess? A team of cracker-jack scientists using the latest in computer
technology have come up with some
basic characteristics that describe
football.
Look at all the other sports that
in some way capture Americans fancy.
Basketball requires a strict aim at a
small round target, baseball pitchers
throw at a small target of less than
two feet, and soccer player must fire
the ball at a net somewhere around a
dozen feet. But look at the football
player—all he has to do is run across a
line 50 yards wide. That's right, 50
yards! Why, anyone with legs can do
that, right! Right?

But wait, there is more. In baseball,
anyone can sock a homerun; in
basketball, anyone can shoot a
basket; and in soccer, anyone with a
good leg can try and score a goal. Ah,
but in football, the only man who can
throw a touchdown pass is a quarterback (O.K., maybe a halfback option)
and the only guy who can kick a field
goal or extra point is usually the
smallest man on the field—the kicker.
Lets digress for a moment and look
at these kickers. They sit on the
sidelines for most of the game, occassionally kicking a ball here and there.
And then, when the guys in the trenches
have oiled, sweated, and strained for
nearly 60 minutes, this dimunitive
hero-to-be comes in and decides the
game. That's like the batboy pinch
hitting in the ninth inning, or the
manager shooting the technical foul
to put the game into overtime. Only
in football could the person on the
team that sweats the least, become
the games most valuable player.
There is another irony in football
that cannot be overlooked. The key to
making a tackle is knocking a guy off
his feet—no argument there. The key
to making the fans squeal is knocking
a guy 20 yards from his feet—no problem there. So if all this is true why put
pads on these guys? It kinda defeats
the purpose doesn't it? True, it keeps
the guys around longer, but what is
that compared to teeth-shattering
hit? Not very much.
Another idiosyncrasy of modern
football is the polls. In every college
sport, there is a playoff system to
decide who is the best. There is the
NCAA basketball tournament, the
College World Series, etc. But football, striving to be different, has the
bowls.
You have to be invited to these
bowls you see, although I can't imagine anyone inviting 90 sweaty,
smelly brutes anywhere that might
serve food. However, every year

around Christmas, mothers around
the country bid a fond farewell to
their 300-pound babies who leave the
quest of national title that is almost
totally out of their hands. And, at the
end of the season, literally thousands
of fingers that thrust in the air signifying total dominance of the free
world and, of course, college football.
Of course, it is not the football
players who really decide the champion, instead, overweight, yet
knowledgeable sportswriters carefully
weigh the evidence, look at all the
choices, and confidently vote for their
alma maters. This is, of course why
the larger schools always win in the
polls.
Probably the most striking part of
football is the ball. Let's be honest,
basketball, soccer, tennis, bowling,
marbles, they all use round, I repeat
ROUND balls. So why, oh why is the
football shaped like a watermelon
with its ends sharpened! What
maniac sat down and drew up the
plans for the football? And worse yet,

why didn't anybody stop him. Could
you imagine this guy applying for a
patent for this thing? The shape he
chose has very few redeeming
qualities. True, it throws a nice spiral,
but gimme a break—It doesn't
bounce in any known pattern, it is impossible to hold on to, and it just
looks stupid. However, its just too
late to do anything about it now and
America will just have to accept it.
There are many other reasons football is such an amazing sport. The
names of the stadiums, Soldier Field,
the Meadowlands, Death Valley, all
conjure up images of Gladiators
fighting to the death for bloodthirsty
crowds.Hmm, sounds a little familar,
doesn't it? Regardless, there is no
other sport that combines the athletic
skill, pure violence, and audience fervor like football (Well, maybe cockfighting). And as long as there are
terms like the bomb, the blitz, and the
tackle, there will be fans watching
and, (thank God), football will be
played.
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Offense looks to mix pass and run
by Tommy Trammell
sports editor
Some sense of normality has returned to the Tiger's offense this fall.
In direct contrast to last year's version of musical quarterbacks and a
new drop-back passing scheme, head
coach Danny Ford has reverted back
to his old ways of winning.
Sophomore quarterback Rodney
Williams was dubbed early this fall as
the Tiger's top gun, thus allowing
Williams to gain some confidence going into fall workouts. Ford has also

expressed his desire to concentrate on
the option game to open up the other
phases of the offense.
Those other phases refer to the
passing attack which fell victim to
the running of Kenny Flowers last fall
after the Tigers came out of the gates
with a 1-3 record. Williams has three
experienced receivers returning that
all have big-play potential.
Quarterbacks
Having already been tagged as the
starter for the season opener against

Virginia Tech, Rodney Williams should
be ready to take up where he left off
last year. Williams started the last
eight games last season, winning five
of them and taking the Tigers to their
first bowl in four years.
Junior Randy Anderson will be
forced to fill the back-up role, but
Ford has expressed his confidence in
Anderson's abilities if called upon to
play. Freshman Chris Morocco has
entered the picture via his impressive
showing in the spring game in which
he drove his team on two long scoring

drives in the final quarter to nearly
pull out a victory.
Running backs
As was the case last year, the
Tigers are blessed with three talented
athletes at tailback this fall, Although Kenny Flowers has garnered
the majority of attention, seniors
Terrence Flagler and Steve Griffen
are both capable backs with the ability to break off long runs when given
the opportunity.
Flagler is a double threat when in
the game, as he has excellent hands
and should be a valuable receiver
coming out of the backfield.
At fullback the Tigers welcome
back two sophomores who made big
contributions in 1985. Tracy Johnson
and Christ Lancaster should provide
some large holes for Flowers and company to run through, while keeping
the defenses honest with quick hitters
up the middle.
Receivers
The receiving corps is stocked full
of big-play performers. While Ford
hopes to crank up the ground game,
the airways should provide the Tiger?
with a reliable alternative.
Senior Jim Riggs an All-America
candidate at tight end who was Clemson's second all-conference tight end
in the last three seasons. All-purpose
receivers Ray Williams and Terrance
Rouhlac return as four-year starters
for the Tigers. They collectively
gained 1,904 yards last season in
various forms of running, passing,
receiving, and returns.
Sophomore Keith Jennings is a rising star who should also make contribution with his soft hands and
speedy feet.
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Eight starters form solid Tiger defense
by Tommy Trammell
sports editor
Last year the name of the game
was inexperience—this year Danny
Ford hopes it will be consistency.
Eight players who started in the
Independence Bowl are back with a
season of experience under their
belts. The defensive line and secondary appear solid, but the linebackers will have to grow up fast.
Secondary
The secondary is anchored by
three returning starters who all
recorded banner years last season.
Perry Williams, A. J. Johnson, and
Delton Hall combined for 34 passes
broken up last year.
Delton hall had a total of 15
passes broken up last year, which
tied a Clemson single season record,
while teammate Perry Williams accounted for five in the opening win
over Virginia Tech to set a single
game record. A. J. Johnson had 117
tackles last year at safety to break
Terry Kinard's single season mark
for a secondary player.
In addition to those seasoned
veterans, sophomore Donnell Woolford is considered possibly the best
of the group. He was listed in front
of Williams heading into the fall.
Gene Beasley started three games
last year at strong safety and seems
to have a leg up on securing that
position. Woolford, Wes McFadden

(CB), and Richard Smith are all
second-year players who could push
Beasley for playing time.
Matt Riggs, Jim's younger
brother, and Kevin Brady, last
year's punt returner, should also see
considerable action.
Linebackers
With the vacancy left by the
departure of Wall and Williams, two
red-shirt freshmen may be forced
into duty ahead of schedule. Vince
Taylor and Dorian Mariable, both
high school All-Americans, possess
fine quickness and speed.
Taylor is the first linebacker since
Jeff Davis (All-American 1981) to
bench press over 400 pounds.
Converted defensive end Duane
Walker and past fullback Henry
Carter were listed as starters
heading into fall practice.
Scott Enzor is an upperclassman
with experience who could see considerable action this fall. He played
in seven games last year and excelled in the spring scrimmages.
Two-year letterman Mike Jollay will
also be pushing for playing time.
Linemen
Both Michael Dean Perry and Terrence Mack are healthy this season
and should solidify the defense from
their end positions.
Mack had 102 tackles in setting a
record for a Clemson bandit end and
he knocked down eight passes, even

though he was hampered by injuries.
Perry played in seven games last
year with a gimpy ankle. He was
slowed by the injury in those games,
but still managed to record 34
tackles and finish second on the
team with seven tackles for loss and
had six pass deflections.
Mack's and Perry's injuries left
the door open for others to step in
and get some valuable game experience last season. James Earle
played a great deal at bandit end
and at strongside linebacker, and
was the most improved end on the
team last spring.
Lawrence Brunson had 21 tackles
in the first two scrimmages last
spring, while Rodney Curtis is
another end who has game experience.
Raymond Chavous, Richard McCullough, Mark Drag, and Pat
McKenny are all returning after
their rookie seasons of a year ago.
They will join returning starters
middle guard Brian Raber and
tackle Dwayne Meadows.
Raber, though a full 100 pounds
lighter than William Perry, had 67
tackles last season which was seven
more than Perry did his junior year
when he garnered AU-American
honors. Raber is also a heavyweight
for the Tiger wrestling team.
Meadows had a career high 13
tackles in the Independence Bowl
and finished fifth on the team with
82 tackles.

Linemen
Line coach Larry Van Der Hayden
will have his work cut out for him in
trying to reconstruct a line to protect
Williams and open holes for Flowers.
Offensive guard John Phillips is the
lone returning starter in the interior
line and is mentioned in many preseason all-star lists.
Pat Williams will fill the other
guard position while Frank Deluliis
and Jeff Nunamacher will be the
starting tackles. Senior Eric Nix will
be the man in the middle at center.
Kicking
A battle similar to the quarterback
duel of last fall is shaping up in the
kicking game. Last year's starter
David Treadwell is being pushed by
Rusty Seyle. At printing, Seyle held
the top spot.
Desperate for help, head coach
Danny Ford put out an invitation for
punters two weeks ago; more than 20
students responded to the ad and
came to show their stuff. Out of that
group, baseball shortstop Bill Spiers
has been singled as a possible starter.
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Terps counting on new faces for fourth crown
Mesner, with 101.
The secondary is in shambles
with only Keeta Covington back.
Covington was fourth in the
tackle department and also
returns punts. Covington was
also an All-ACC selection last
season.
"We go into the season feeling
better about this unit than we
have in any of the previous four
years," said Ross. "We have
three All-ACC selections and
Bruce Mesner is one of the finest
defensive linemen in the nation."

by Eric Keller
assistant sports editor
Maryland begins the year as
reigning ACC Champions for the
third straight year. They also
enter with a 17 game winning
streak against teams in the ACC.
Bobby Ross will have his work
cut out for him this year as he
lost 11 starters from last year.
More importantly seven of those
starters were from the offense.
The offense which was one of
the best in the nation, led the
Terps to a 9-3 season including a
35-18 thrashing of Syracuse in
the Cherry Bowl.
Offense
Ross's major concern on offense will be the finding of a new
quarterback. Like several
schools in the conference, the
Bryan Fortune/sr. photographer
Terps have no real experience at
the position.
Kenny Flowers heads for opening against Maryland last year.
The leading candidates., are
junior Dan Henning and sopho- „with 828 yards. He'll be joined tackle. He will be joined by Dave backers.
more Drew Komlo. Henning has by Tommy Neal. Neal compiled Amend (6-4, 273) at right guard ACC and Honorable Mention Allnever taken a snap from center in impressive starts before being in- and tackles John Sorna (6-4, 280) American selection, will anchor
and Ben Jefferson (6-8, 322).
the Terrapin line.
a game while Komlo has seen jured last year.
very limited during his two years
"Ziz" Abdur-Ra'oof will anBruce Mesner (6-5, 279), an AllDefense
with the team. "We need to settle chor the receiving corps. The
Another All-ACC player,
Last year Maryland led the
on a starting quarterback quick- junior led the team in catches
Chuck Faucette (6-2, 238), will
league
in
rushing
defense
and
(65), yards (671), yards per catch
ly, ' -said-Ross.*'i's«iE-' &^*^M
lead the linebacking corps. Richie
total defense. Fortunately for
In the backfield, the Terps (19.2) and touchdowns (4).
Petitbon (6-4, 231) is the other
powerful running game will be
The only returning lineman Ross seven defensive starters returning starter. Faucette led
led by Alvin Blount. Blount led will be center Bill Hughes. return including all of the the team in tackles with 144,
drerteam in rushing iastrseason Hughes (6-5, 276) is a converted linemen and two of the line while Petitbon was third, behind

Outlook
If Ross can solve his secondary
problems, Maryland could be virtually impossible to move the
ball against. The question is can
the offense come into its own.
The Terrapin defense won the
first game of the season against
Pittsburgh. The offense had
many problems in the 10-7
triumph.
Maryland will have plenty of
time to mature, however. The
schedule leaves the Terps
without a real battle until
November. Then they will face
North Carolina, Penn State,
Clemson and Virginia in succession to finish the year.
If Maryland can survive the
end of the year it will eagerly
await another major bowl appearance.

^^^sSUNGLASSES
ANDERSON MALL • ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
TELEPHONE (803) 224-3854

SUNCLOUD
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1908 LAURENS RD. • 288-5905 or 288-5920 • GREENVILLE, S.C.
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Electrical / Electronic / Computer Engineering,
Computer Science and Mathematics Majors
Simply put, no one is better equipped than
NSA to give you a career on the frontier of communications. And there's good reason.
We're the National Security Agency and the
work we do does a job for every American. We
safeguard our nation's vital communiuations.
We analyze foreign transmissions. We secure
the government's massive computer systems.
It takes twenty-first century technology to
grapple with these tasks. It takes people like
you to ' 'mind'' the technology.
Electrical / Electronic / Computer Engineers
sometimes specialize, ofttimes opt to investigate a vast range of electronic information
technology. You could engage in small to large
system design and prototype development
testing and evaluation, field installation, or
operations support.
Computer Scientists exploit a huge computer
facility in their work beyond the limits of finite
state machine development and applications.
Mathematicians get a full measure of technological support as well, in developing vitally
important practical applications for mathematical concepts in areas such as cryptology.
Here, your tools-of-the-trade will be the tools
of tomorrow. With them comes a rare degree of
flexibility—a near insistence on exploring new
options along your career path. Rapid advancement, early responsibility, competitive salaries
and enticing benefits—it all adds up to a career
you can live with. And with our location between the vibrant urban centers of Baltimore,
MD. and Washington, D.C., you'll be living well.
Bring yourself closer to tomorrow's technologies. Schedule an interview with your College Placement Office. Or write to the National
Security Agency.

NSA will be on campus Oct. 6th
interviewing for Go-Op students
and Oct. 7th & 8th interviewing
graduating seniors.

December Graduates!
Order your Graduation Announcements
Sept. 8 thru 19
Art and Engineering Counter • Clemson Bookstore
Payment in Full

NATIONAL
SECURITY
AGENCY
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN: M322 (AAN)
Fort Meade, MD 20755-6000
U.S. citizenship required for applicant and Immediate
family members.
An equal opportunity employer.
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Depleted V^Jackets
still
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by Patrick Turner
staff writer
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At the other cornerback slot,
Sammy Lilly (5-9, 172) begins his
first season as a starter. Last
year Lilly led the team with four
interceptions, six breakups, and
25 tackles.
Anthony Harrison (6-0, 197), a
third-year starter, and junior
Riccardo Ingram (6-0, 195) will
split playing time at free safety
again this year.

Forget for a moment that
Georgia Tech lost 25 seniors
from last season's All-American
Bowl champions. Forget that
only three starters return from
last year's "Black Watch"
defense that was the nation's
fourth-best scoring defense in
1985. Listen instead to Tech
coach Bill Curry, who insists that
this is not a rebuilding year.
"We have enough veteran
leadership," said Curry, "that I
would expect this team to have
the same tenacity as the last
one."
Offense
The primary task at hand for
Curry is to find a replacement for
quarterback John Dewberry.
Juniors Rick Strom (6-2. 206) and
Todd Rampley (6-2, 187) are battling for the starting position,
with Strom in the lead by virtue
of his spring game performance.
Strom has the best arm on the
squad, and is also a running
threat with 4.65 speed in the
40-yard dash. Rampley has the
experience of playing in last
year's All-American Bowl under
his belt. Although he has great
poise and leadership ability, he
needs to improve his arm to earn
a starting position.
Gary Lee (6-1, 193), a strong
All-American candidate, will return at split end for the Yellow
Jackets. Last year Lee averaged
an astounding 22.2 yards per
catch on 29 receptions and 6
touchdowns.
Junior flanker Toby Pearson

Kicking
Senior David Bell returns as
placekicker to give Tech a threepoint threat. The most accurate
kicker in Tech history, Bell has
connected on 21 of 26 career field
goals including his last eight attempts in 1985.
Quarterback Rick Strom ended
spring drills as the leading
punter for Tech, although no one
has been very consistent.
Summary
If the offensive line can do its
job, and if Strom or Rampley can
come through at quarterback,
Tech should have aj>otent offense
this season. The key to a successful season seems to lie with
the defense. But coach Curry is
not too concerned with that.
"There are those who will
assume we will have terrible
problems on defense, but I don't
see that at all," said Curry.
Despite Curry's optimism,
1986 seems to be a rebuilding
year for Georgia Tech, at least
defensively. However, the team
does not play Maryland this
year, so with enough luck, they
could make a run at the conference crown.

Bryan Fortune/sr. photographer

The Tigers will look to put
season.
(5-11, 178), a sure-handed receiver who averaged 20.3 yards
on six receptions last year, will
be another passing target.
Tech's backfield will be powerful this year, as Jerry Mays and
Cory Collier will again split time
at tailback. Mays, the ACC
Rookie of the Year last season
gained 566 yards on just 104 carries last year, while Collier was
Tech's leading rusher with 606
yards a year ago.
The only starter returning on
the offensive line is All-American

pressure on Georgia Tech's inexperienced quarterback this
John Davis (6-4, 304), who will
open at right tackle.
Defense
Now the fun begins, at least for
Tech's opponents. Tech lost one
All-American, two All-ACC
players, and three front-line
starters from its defense.
The only returning starter on
the four-man defensive line is
noseguard Ivery Lee (6-0, 263).
Lee, who made 52 tackles last
year, is a potential All-ACC selection. Junior letterman Paul

Jurgensen (6-5, 234) will probably start at defensive end, but
the other two line positions will
most likely be occupied by true
or redshirted freshmen.
Tech's linebacker crew will be
almost as inexperienced as its
defensive line. Sophomores Mark
White (6-3, 210) and Rod
Stephens (6-1, 220), both of
whom saw limited action last
year, will start at linebacker this
season. Sophomore Andre
Thomas (6-1, 200) will start at
rover.
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Duke possesses one of the finest returning linebackers in Mike Junkin (No. 56).

Lowly Devils striving for recognition
by Tommy Hood
staff writer
Things were looking up for the
Duke Blue Devils as they finished
the 1985 season. Season ending
victories over N.C. State and
North Carolina last year provided
the Blue Devils with some much
needed momentum going into
this season.
With the end of last season,
seven of eleven starters and five
out of six starters on the offensive
line also left. Because of the losses
Duke's winning streak may come
to an end very quickly. Head
coach Steve Sloan has a long way
to go before he turns his youthful
Blue Devils into winners against
ACC competition.
Offense
The offense is one of the biggest
question marks concerning Duke
as they enter this season. Last
year, when the offense played consistently, they were able to produce victories over N.C. State and
North Carolina. However, in the
middle of the season the offense
sputtered and Duke suffered six
consecutive losses. During that
stretch they suffered one shutout
and three games where they only
scored one touchdown. >
Returning to lead the offense is
junior quarterback Steve Slayden,
who averaged 205 yards passing
per game last year. He will team

with Doug Green, who returns at
wide receiver after leading the
ACC last year with 804 yards on
51 receptions.
Joining Slayden in the backfield
will be junior tailback Stanley
Monk (431 yards in 1985) and
senior fullback Tracy Smith (455
yards in 85).
However, the offensive line must
be revamped if the Duke offense is
to have any chance at being consistent. The only returning starter
from the line is senior center Paul
Constantino. Senior Paul Burke
and junior Steve Ryan are expected to hold down the guard
spots while junior college transfer
John Butler and sophomore Glenn
Turner will start at the two tackle
spots.
The offensive line must stabilize
if the offense is to maintain any
kind of consistency. If the line
does not do this, there could be
many long afternoons this fall for
runningbacks Monk and Smith
and the passing combination of
Slayden and Green.
^^4l
Defense
Duke ranked fourth in tot
defense last year in the ACC.
However they will be hard pressed
to repeat that performance this
year.
Senior linebacker Mike Junkin
returns to lead the defense. Junkin
led the Blue Devils in tackles last
year despite being plaqued by in-

juries. Sloan calls Junkin one of
the best at his position in the ACC.
Lack of experience on the line
will be the biggest problem for the
defense as they go against such
teams as Georgia and Clemson.
Junior Dave Demore is the only
returning lineman. He will team at
the end spot with sophomore Jeff
Patten. Seniors Murray Youmans
and Craig Owens will held down
the tackle spots.
The secondary is young with
sophomores Fonda Williams and
Terrance Laster starting with
junior Dewayne Terry.
The defense will have plenty of
depth, but it will be a case of quantity and no quality. With only four
starters returning from last year, it
could be a long year for the defense
and the team.
Kicking game
The kicking game will fall into
the trusted hands of Anthony
Dilweg and Mike Peterson. Dilweg
handles the punting chores where
he is the leading ACC kicker returning. Peterson handles all of the
placement duties.
Outlook
The team will, however, suffer
though another dismal season as
they see many positions filled with
people who have very little game
experience. Sloan and the Blue
Devils will have to look forward to
the future as they can claim their
best recruiting class ever.
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Tar Heels have to take good with bad
with the return of Davis and
senior Walter Bailey on one side
and junior Howard Feggins and
sophomore Antonio Goss on the
other. Free safety is a virtual
tossup between juniors Keith
Lawrence and Danny Burmeister. and freshman Dan Vooletich.
Up front the Tar Heels have
experience mixed with some
good size bodies. Junior Noel
McEachern and senior Ron
Burton, a big-play man, will once
again split playing time.

by Tommy Trammell
sports editor
Tar Heel head coach Dick
Crum has learned to take the
good with the bad during his
eight years at Chapel Hill—1985
was no different.
The good was that his squad
found a way to beat Clemson for
the first time in five years; the
bad was his team forgot to show
up for its last four contests to
finish a disappointing 5-6 on the
year.
The prospect for better success
in Blue Heaven this fall hinges
on the play of several standout
performers and maybe even a
little devine intervention from
above.
Offense
North Carolina heads into this
season with a depleted arsonal of
weapons to throw against thenopponents. If Crum sticks to his
usual script you'll see a lot of
Carolina's three talented rushers:
senior William Humes, junior
fullback Brad Lopp, and sophomore Derrick Fenner.
Humes, a highly recruited
prospect out of North Carolina,
has been bitten by the injury bug
throughout his three previous
years in Chapel Hill. Fenner, at
6-4, 220, fits the mold of Tar
Heel tailbacks such as Ethan
Horton who enjoyed great success running out of the deep
I-formation.
While the question of who will
be running the ball seems well
answered, UNC's quarterback
situation is anything but a settled issue. Junior Mark Maye, or
The Franchise as he was called
when first recruited to Chapel
Hill, has been plagued with
shoulder problems for three
years, but seems ready to step in
and get his first taste of Saturday afternoon action. Sophomore

Kicking
At best it can be said that
UNC's kicking can't be half bad
this season as it returns placekickers Lee Gliarmis and Kenny
Miller, but loses one of the Tar
Heels' finest punters in Tommy
Barnhardt. Barnhardt was an
All-ACC selection last year with
a fine 41.5 average. Miller should
move into the position.

Tim Crawford/head photographer

Rodney Williams turns the ball upfield against the Tar Heels in last year's 21-20
loss.
Jonathan Hall, who came in to C. A. Brooks, who is out for the
lead UNC to the Clemson vic- season with torn ligaments.
tory, inherited the No. 1 quarterback slot from Kevin AnthoT
Defense
who decided to forego his final
On the other side of the ball
year of eligibility.
Crum can easily find reasons to
Senior wide receiver Eric smile. Unlike his offense which
Streater returns as one of the features only two standout perpremiere receivers in the Atlantic formers, Crum's defense is
Coast Conference. Juniors Eric loaded with people who have
Lewis and Quint Smith, and proved they can play.
The only faces missing from
sophomore Randy Marriott will
battle for Winfield's flanker post. last year's defensive unit are lineWith the notable exception of backer Carl Carr, cornerback
all-everything offensive tackle Larry Griffin, and free safety
Harris Barton, the Heel's will be Darryl Johnson. Stepping in to
hurting for pass protection an^r solidify the Heels will be junior
run blocking this fall. Compound- tackle Reuben Davis who
ing an already tough rebuilding' Carolina people feel is one of the
best at his position in the counproblem will be the loss of guard

The secondary is led by juniors
Norris Davis and Derrick
Donald. Davis, the starting
strong safety, is the main cog in
the secondary machine this fall.
He is big, quick and strong and
was the team's fourth leading
tackier with 99 hits.
No less than five players are
battling for Carr's linebacking
spot. Sophomore Mitch Wike and
four redshirt freshmen: Steve
Lowe, John Reed, Chuck Sledge,
and Terry Whisnant are all about
The strong safety spots are set
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try. Joining him will be junior
nose guard Tim Goad and junior
linebacker Brett Rudolph, whose
162 hits tied him with Carr for
the team lead last year.

Outlook
The key to UNC's fortunes this
fall rest squarely on the
shoulders of either Mark Maye or
Jonathan Hall, whichever one
steps forward as the Tar Heel's
top gun. It will be up to that
player to set the tone for the entire offensive unit which would
seem headed in five different
directions. There are too many
players either playing a new position or playing for the first time
for the Heels to find much harmony on the offensive side of the
ball.
Therefore, Crum must look to
his defense for help, and loads of
it. Any effort that allows more
than 21 points will invariably
end up in the loss column for the
Heels. The defense is primed
with several real standouts, but
the linebacking corps must come
around for the sun to shine on
Blue Heaven this fall.
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The drinking age goes up on Sunday. Find out how this will affect
students, area businesses and the
campus in general. See page 2.

Read about the highly optomistic football
team and ACC team previews. See special
football insert.
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Lennon inaugurated as eleventh president
by Jim Hennessey
news editor
Max Lennon was inaugurated
as the University's 11th president in a ceremony Saturday in
Littlejohn Coliseum.
"We at Clemson are generally
excited about tomorrow, but we
have humility in our excitement," Lennon said. "We will
give it our best shot, but we will
be depending on you."
Lennon spoke on the traditions
that have established the foundation for the school's second century, but he did not shy away
from the problems the University faces.
Lennon said that University
Founder Thomas Green Clemson
would be proud of the school's
achievements as it finished its
first century, but "he would also
have something that would cause
him great grief.
"Very, very few have caused
this university embarrassment,
and that would make Thomas
Green Clemson hold his head
down in shame," Lennon said.
"Clemson would tell them that
'because you have compromised
this university—shame, shame,
shame on you.'"
"But to those who haven't
discredited this institution,

trie Freshwater/photographer

Fletcher Derrick and P. W. McAllister (left) William Amick (right) bestow the Chain of Office
on University President Max Lennon.
Clemson would say that he was
extremely proud of what they
had accomplished," Lennon said,
"Clemson would be impressed

by the quality of our educators.
He would feel honored that large
numbers of people have been impacted by the good of this insti-

tution.
"He would see Clemson at the
forefront. Young men and young
women preparing to make posi-

tive contributions to their homes
and communities," Lennon said.
"I feel a deep conviction that
Clemson would say, 'be more aggressive, because South Carolina
depends on you.'
"We live in a changing world,
all we have to do is go for it," he
said.
Lennon was praised as a "great
guy, who is hard-working, totally
honest, and extremely confident
in himself" by Butler Derrick,
U.S. Congressman. "He's been
successful in everything he's
done, and that is just what
Clemson University needs," said
Derrick.
"We need strong leadership to
guard the mind," said Governor
Richard Riley. "South Carolina
can look to Max Lennon as a
strong and excellent keeper of
the flame of knowledge.
"The future of this state will be
determined by the education in
and for South Carolina, provided
by institutions such as Clemson
University," Riley said.
"Max Lennon joins us at an
important time in the history of
Clemson University," said Strom
Thurmond, president protempore of the U.S. Senate.
"Clemson University approaches
the 21st century with a sense of
reverence. Dedication, creativity

See Lennon, page 12

First Friday

Parade kicks off weekend
by Jim Hennessey
news editor
The 16th annual First Friday
Parade, sponsored by Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity and Central
Spirit, will be held tonight at
6 p.m., followed by a pep rally at
7 p.m. and a free concert featuring Wide Spread Panic, Next
Move and the Spongetones in the
amphitheater.
Jay Reel, co-chairman of the
parade, said that more than 35
floats, groups and dignataries
will participate in the parade,
including Miss Clemson, Merritt
Sanders; Miss TAPS, Julia
Barton; and Mr. TAPS, Shawn
Cartmill.
This year's grand marshal will
be new University president Max
Lennon," Reel said. "Our theme
for 1986 is Clemson Thanksgiving."
"The parade is funded by proceeds from the sale of First Friday T-shirts," he said. "It is a
joint effort of the PIKA's and of
Central Spirit.
"There seems to be a great interest in this year's parade. We
have 10 more groups participating this year than we did for last
year's parade."

Kappa Sigmas banned
The Kappa Sigma fraternity
has been banned from participation in the annual First Friday
parade and pep rally tonight.
The fraternity, who for the
past 15 years have marched in
the parade donned in kudzu
vines, have been "placed on probation by the Fraternity Honor
Court," said Micheal Schardein,
assistant dean of student life.
"Last year the chapter had a
number of individual members
that have gotten drunk and par
ticipated in the parade in a
disorderly manner, " he said.
"Several complaints were filed
against the group and the

charges were heard in front of uie
honor court."
"It was a group of fellow students that imposed the penalties.
They placed the group on limited
probation which included the
penalty of not participating in
the parade or pep rally."
"If we thought we did something to discredit the University
we would be willing to and able
to accept the penalties," said
Clay Thomas, Kappa Sigma
brother. "To our knowledge
nothing of the things we have
been accused of doing has
occurred."
"We feel that without our participation the parade will lose
tradition, and will be less enjoyable for those participating," he
said.

Money raised supplies prize
money for the different float
categories, and it also goes to reimburse the floatbuilders some of
their expenses.
A $150 grand prize will be
awarded to the overall best float
in the parade. First, second and
third prizes of $100, $50 and $25
will be awarded in three cate-

gories: clubs, sororities and
fraternities.
The parade route begins at
Thornhill Village, proceeds in
front of the President's mansion,
and ends behind Sikes Hall.
The First Friday parade has
traditionally been held on the eve
of the first home football game of
the year.

by Jim Hennessey
news editor

bryan Fortune/senior
Fortune/seni
Bryan
staff photographer

A kudzu kid at the 1985 First Friday parade
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New state drinking law goes into effect
Age raised to twenty-one
by Ken Crowder
assistant news editor
At midnight tomorrow night,
South Carolina's legal drinking
age will change, making it illegal
for any person under the age of
21 years to consume any form of
alcohol.
Furthermore, any person under
21 who purchases or possesses
beer, wine or other fermented
beverages is subject to a fine of
up to $100. Any person who purchases alcohol and serves or
gives it to another person who
cannot lawfully purchase it faces
a maximum penalty of $200 or 30
days imprisonment.
Any person who sells alcohol to
any person under 21 is subject to
a maximum fine of $200 and 60
days imprisonment. It is also
unlawful for any person to whom
beer or wine cannot be lawfully
sold to knowingly give false information concerning his or her
age for the purpose of purchasing
beer or wine. The maximum penalty for such an offense is a fine
of $100 or 30 days imprisonment.
Consumption or possession of

alcoholic beverages is allowed by
students in their private rooms
in University housing as long as
the student is at least 21 years
old.
Consumption or possession of
beer or wine by students at least
21 years old may be permitted in
designated areas registered in
advance for specific times and
specific social activities. Students and/or sponsoring organizations planning activities where
beer or wine is to be consumed or
possessed must register in advance. Party registration forms
can be obtained from several
places on campus. Forms must
include signatures of registrants
who have attended a Student
Life seminar on alcohol policies
and responsibilities and is accepting responsibility for enforcing University regulations and
state and local laws concerning
beer and wine. Also necessary in
the completed form is a list of
sufficient quantities of nonalcoholic beverages and food, and
a plan for assuring that only
students of legal drinking age
will be served beer or wine.

Campus reacts to change
by Ken Crowder
assistant news editor
"We're looking for students to
make it unnecessary for the University to take action concerning
the new drinking law."
That was acting Vice President
for Student Affairs Nick Lbmax's.
response to the University's approach for dealing with the new
drinking laws. Lomax stressed
the student's role in helping to
enforce proper regulations. He
cited this as an opportunity for
individual students.
"This is an excellent opportunity for individual students
and student leaders to show their
leadership capabilities. We're
saying to students: 'You accept
the responsibility that goes along
with the new regulations,' " he
said.
Student opinions around campus, however, were not very optimistic.
Steve Bishop, a senior majoring in computer information
systems, more or less echoed the
sentiments of all the students in-

terviewed.
"I don't think they should
raise it. It might make some difference, but if you're old enough
to get drafted you should be old
enough to drink. If you have to
accept certain responsibilities,
you should be able to accept all of
them," he said.
Frances Hendrix, a freshman
computer information systems
major, was equally vocal in her
displeasure.
"I think the new law is kind of
crazy. When my sister was up
here as a freshman she could go
out and have a good time, and I
can't do anything," she said.

—-

The search for the University's new vice
president for student affairs is nearly
over, according to Joy Smith, Clemson's
dean of student life and the chairman of
the search committee for the new vice
president.
On August 1, the search committee narrowed down the list of applicants to
seventeen. This process, according to
Smith, was extremely difficult.
"We had a large pool of applicants to
choose from. They were all very qualified,
and Lad good experience and references,"
she said.
The committee asked the seventeen applicants to answer six broad-based questions to get a feel of their philosophy. The
questions ranged from, "Please give a brief
description of your current involvement,
i.e. supervisory and budgetary responsibilities, with each of the areas in the Student
Affairs Division at Clemson University,"
to "Please give your opinion on the appropriate relationship between Clemson
students and the Vice President for Student Affairs at dwitwi University."
The list of seventeen was reduced to
three finalists on August 20. They are

Tim Crawford/head photographer

Owners voice mixed opinions
by Ken Crowder
assistant news editor

Area bar owners voiced mixed
opinions as to the effect of South
Carolina's new drinking law,
which goes into effect tomorrow
at midnight.
Steve Miller, manager of The
Gameroom, was undecided on
the effect the new law would
have on his establishment.
"It's really hard to say how it
will affect business. Sure, it will
hurt. There's no doubt about it.
We're really going to have to look
hard at ID's now. There are so
many people trying to get in with
a fake ID these days. I personally don't think the new law is
fair. They knowingly try to get in
with a fake ID, and get a $100
fine. We can lose our license," he
said.
Tommy Tucker, who own's
Quarter's, feels that the new restrictions are going to cut into
his business.
"It's going to cut the numbers.
There are 13,000 students here.
Only about 17 percent of those
are going to be eligible to drink.
And a number of those 17 percent don't drink. Then you have
to divide the rest between all the
local establishments able to sell

Wee president search narrows
by Ken Crowder
assistant news editor

.

Business could dwindle at local bars and clubs. Pictured above, Tiger Town Tavern.

Alfred Matthews, who is currently vice
president of Slippery Rock University in
Pennsylvania; Thomas Robinson, dean of
student affairs and services at Montana
State University; and Nick Lomax, who is
currently the acting vice president of student affairs at Clemson.
The three finalists are all being
rigorously interviewed this week from
several University groups. Included
among the interviewers are President
Max Lennon, the search committee, the
Council of Deans, the Faculty Senate Advisory Committee, two students affairs
groups and various student leaders.
The search committee will meet again
next Thursday and will soon thereafter
give Lennon their final recommendations.
The final decision, however, rests with
Lennon.
The search committee is made up of
Smith; Bobby Robinson, athletic director;
Almeda Rogers, housing director; Stanley
Smith, registrar; Buford Trent, University Union director; Fred Richey, student
government president; Jerome Reel, Jr.,
vice provost and dean of undergraduate
studies; Frank Mauldin, director of
Human Resources; James Self, Board of
Trustees member; and Lawrence Dyck,
associate professor of biological science.

alcohol," he said.
"I really have two problems
with the new laws. One is the fact
that if a person gets caught in a
bar with a fake ID, he gets a
small fine. But if he's caught in
my bar, I get hit with a $1,000
fine and a good chance of losing
my license. That makes it really
hard for me to call the police and
say 'Hey, there's a guy over here
who I think has a fake ID.' I
could lose my license by trying to
act within the law.
"Another problem is that I
think the new law is actually reversing what it was originally
passed to accomplish. Years ago,
when the drinking age was 18,
people who were 16 and 17, because they couldn't get into bars,
would pay someone to buy them
some beer and drive around and
drink it. Now, you've got people
all the way to 20 years old doing
that. So there are more people
drinking and driving. I don't
know what the answer is. I just
don't think the new law will accomplish what it is supposed to,"
he said.
Conversely, Robert Taylor,
part owner of Crazy Zach's, does
not think his business will be affected that much.

"It might hurt us a little at the
beginning. But we're still going
to let 20 year olds in, if they're
members. We just won't let them
drink. That way they can still
socialize with people that they go
to school with. I really don't
think it will affect us that much,''
he concluded.
Marshall Feimster, Tiger Town
Tavern's manager, shared
Traylor's optimism.
"We're in a unique situation.
'We're close to campus and we
don't have a cover charge. We
also don't have a dress code. It's
just a place where you can go and
have a cold beer and maybe
watch a football game or something. It's still going to be tough
to tell how much it's going to
hurt though. We'll be able to tell
a little more in the spring when
we don't have so many people
coming to Clemson for football
games and such.
"Actually, since the drinking
age was originally changed a
few years ago, we've had our best
years. We've been here nine
years, and the last two have been
our best. We do have a lot
mellower crowd though. That's
because we don't have any freshmen in here anymore," he said.

Coming up
Sept. 15-16

Career Expo '86. Sponsored by Student Government (656-2105). Palmetto Ballroom, free.

Sept. 16

Speech by Larry Linville (M*A*S*H). Sponsored by
Speakers Bureau, 8 p.m., Tillman Auditorium, free.

^

16

Sept. 17

&&MMtta*

3:3

° «"»• * *■ student

hi Sr TS Rn°eJm Southern History." A lecture
by Dr Theda Perdue, professor of history. Sponsored bya the College of Liberal Arts. 3:30 p.m., 108
Strode Tower, free.

Sept. 17

Hypnotist: Frank Dane. Sponsored by University
Union (656-5832), 7 p.m., Tillman Auditorium, $2.

Sept. 17

Last day to withdraw from class on University
without record.
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Suspect charged in murder
Timothy Long, 29, of Walhalla
was charged with one count of
first-degree murder in the Sept. 3
death of a University coed.
Christine Ahrendt, a junior majoring in Administrative Management, was shot and killed outside her parents' home in Anderson at about 7:30 p.m., said E. E.
Cooley, Anderson County sheriff.
She was dead on arrival at
Anderson Memorial Hospital, he
said.
Neighbors reported hearing
five or six gunshots. When officers arrived at the residence,
Ahrendt was found lying face up
outside the carport, the sheriff
said. She had been shot in the
heart, and several shells from a
.25-caliber automatic pistol were
found lying on the ground around
her, he said.

Neighbors reported a small
burgundy BMW was seen leaving the scene "at a high rate of
speed."
Authorities said the suspect
turned himself in to the Oconee
County Sheriff's Department
late Sept. 3. Long has been lodged
in the Central Correctional Institute in Columbia.
Long, manager of the North
Carolina National Bank branch
in Anderson, had just moved to
the area from Oconee County and
purchased a home, said Sheriff
Lt. Carl Anderson.
Long, a graduate of The
Citadel Military Academy, was
Ahrendt's former boyfriend,
Anderson said, adding that the
shooting "apparently resulted
from a domestic-type distur-

bance."
Anderson said that Long's
father gave Oconee County
police a .25-caliber pistol that
authorities believe was used in
the shooting.
On the advice of his attorney,
Long has not spoken to investigators about the incident.
Ahrendt commuted to the
University from her parents'
home in Anderson County.
Her parents were not at home
at the time of the shooting,
Cooley said. Her father was at
work at the Staufer Chemical
Plant, and her mother was running an errand.
Cooley said the mother returned
home at about the same time
sheriff's deputies arrived at the
scene.

Speaking out
by Eric Freshwater
staff photographer

o

^-JTuestion: Do you think that raising the drinking age will af
feet the comsumption of alcohol by students? Why or why not?
"Not really. Those who wish to drink
will continue to do so. Raising the legal
drinking age only makes drinking more
of a challenge and causes more people to
get in trouble because of drinking, fake
ID's, etc. . . ."
Phillip Brandt

"No, because a fake ID is still easy to
come by. As the saying goes: 'where
there's a will, there's a way.'"

Companies to participate in Expo '86

Clay Lowder

by Andrew Cauthen
copy editor

especially with the participation
of sixteen additional companies
this year.
Fifty-three companies, includKaren Hartney, chairman of
ing NCR, Campbell's Soup, Dow Expo '86, said that the workChemical and Kinney Shoes, will shop's purpose is to "provide an
participate in Expo '86 on Tues- informal meeting between studay from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The dents and company represencareer workshop, which is spon- tatives. This enables students to
sored by the Student Govern- inquire about the future of the
ment, office of student life, career jobs they are interested in and
services and placement office and about the characteristics of the
the Alumni Association, will be ideal employee of a specific
held in the Palmetto Ballroom of career."
the University Union.
Hartney also said that Expo
Expo '86 is a career workshop '86 is larger and more effective
that enables students to question than Co-op Career Day because it
company representatives about brings representatives from a
the requirements and expecta- variety of companies to the Unitions of prospective employers in versity at the same time, unlike
the students' major area, accord- Career Day, which is mostly reing to Gladys Richardson, activi- stricted to engineering-related
ties director.
companies.
The workshop, now in its secA new aspect of the career
ond year, is expected to be even workshop is Intrapublic Relamore successful than Expo '85, tion's special presentation entitled

"Cracking the Job Market: Selling Yourself." This is a seminar
on resume writing and interview
techniques. The seminar will be
held in the Student Senate
Chambers at 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
The speaker from I PR will be
Gary Hanes. The Alumni
Association donated $600 for
this presentation.
Expo '86 is funded by fees paid
by each company represented.
This way there is plenty of
money for organizers to work
with, said Richardson. The companies also bring their own
booths and material.
Expo '86 is to be an annual
workshop. Richardson said that
next year it is hoped that the Office of Cooperative Education's
Career Day will combine with
Expo '86. This will enable more
companies to be on hand for
questions at the same time.

"No, I do not think that raising the
drinking age to 21 will affect students
drinking because there will always be
some way thev can get a drink. It may
make some people mad, but the drinking will continue."
Pamela Magee

"I believe the age change will affect
the consumption of alcohol by students
if the law is enforced. As a University
Union Board member we are anticipating the change and programming
some super events to offer alternative
entertainment for students."
Martie Hook

Clemson University Concert Series
Tfc PIANIST

TTX

1

Barry Douglas
st

Gold Medal 1 Prize 1986
Tchaikovsky Competition

SEPT. 18
8:00 p.m.

Performing
Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto No. 2
with the

COLISEUM

NORTH CAROLINA
SYMPHONY

Clemson University students
admitted FREE on presentation
of validated activity cards.
Others present season tickets or
individual tickets. Season tickets
($20 adults or $10 students) at
auditorium or in advance at
the Music Dept. Individual
tickets ($6 or $2 children) go on
sale at auditorium at 7:45 p.m.
Special Clemson University
date ticket at $2.00.

Conducted by Clemson native

JACKSON PARKHURST
plus music by Mozart, Paulus, and Strauss
This performance made possible In part by a grant from the National Endowment tor
the Arts through the Southern Arts Federation, of which tha South Carolina
Aria Commlaalon I* a mambar.

m
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Players need dorm
There is a lot of pressure on Clemson football players.
They are expected to win and they are expected to be
character role models. If the players are to live up to
these high expectations, they need an environment a little
different from other students.
Factors which contribute to a winning team and good
player conduct are team spirit, close player-coach
relationships and convenient access to practice facilities.
Clearly, maintaining a separate dormitory for football
players or even building a new football player dorm is an
investment worth paying for.
The Faculty Senate recently recommended that
athletes not be housed in separate dormitories. The senate
said that separate housing keeps student athletes isolated
from the mainstream student population. The senate has a
point, but their point is relatively insignificant.
Housing all the football players under one roof has
more beneficial aspects than it has negative aspects.
Players who live together obviously become closer. They
learn to live together and work together. They become a
team.
With all the players together it is easier for coaches to
keep an eye on the team. Clemson football players are
celebrities, so coaches at times need to limit the outside
world's access to the team and the team's access to the
outside world. One dorm full of athletes is easier to
control than athletes scattered across campus.
Student athletes don't necessarily deserve preferential
treatment, but they obviously need conditions different
from those of other students.

Drinking law discriminates
After tomorrow night, the drinking age in South
Carolina will be 21. The 18-year-old will be able to vote,
able to join the armed forces and held responsible for his
actions in the eyes of the law, but not able to drink
alcoholic beverages. The government says that 18-yearolds are adults but not responsible enought to drink.
If the intention of the new law is to decrease traffic
fatalities, then it would be more logical to rework our
DUI laws. The 21-drinking-age will only encourage more
18- to 20-year-olds to drink in their cars.
If the intention of the new drinking law is to protect
18- to 20-year-old from the evils of drinking and
alcoholism, then lawmakers are abusing the power of
government. It is not the job of the government to protect us from ourselves.
Eighteen-year-olds are adults, and one of the
privileges of being an adult is the right to make decisions
for one's self. Adults over the age of 21 would resent interference from the government concerning their social
lives and/or moral principles. We should not tolerate
discrimination against young adults.
News editor—Jim Hennessey
Interim business mgr. —Alicia Mattison
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Contradiction makes poor policy
UP FRONT

Bob Ellis
Editor in Chief

Most of Clemson sighed
with relief Sept. 2 when the
Pickens County grand jury
handed down no bills of
indictment against two
current and two former
athletes; the grand jury
found no evidence of
wrongdoing, thus ending a
controversy that made the
long, hot summer even
longer and hotter.
The problem that remains
to be solved has nothing to
do with any University
students; the problem
concerns the way Clemson
city police handled the initial
arrest.
Judging from excerpts
from the State Law
Enforcement Division's
report published in Sept. 5's
"Greenville News," there are
discrepancies in the manner
in which the chief
investigator of the case
handled the situation.
Lt. Gregg Masceri of the
Clemson Police admits he
acted hastily. "I jumped it
because I should have
finished the investigation
before I signed warrants, but
I had very little to go on and
I used the old trick—I'll get
the son-of-a-bitch caught,
inform him of his rights and
maybe get him to put
himself in jail," Masceri told
SLED investigators.
Whatever happened to the
premise upon which

American justice lies? A
man is innocent until proven
guilty. Masceri's statement
shows little respect for that
premise. It's strange that
justice lies in the hands of
those who have little or no
respect for its basic ideals.
The procedural question,
however, do not stop there.
Though the warrants were
signed, the actual arrests
were not made until one day
after the incident allegedly
occurred.
According to the report in
the "Greenville News,"
University Public Safety
Director Wayne Wardlaw
called Masceri and asked
him if he could wait on
arresting the suspects so
that Head Coach Danny
Ford could have his players
undergo drug tests. Masceri
agreed.
"I wasn't in any hurry,"
Masceri told SLED
investigators. "I knew who
they were and I knew we
had criminal charges lodged
against them. They weren't a
threat to society. Had they
been murderers or
something, it might have
been a different attitude."
Now this is the same
Masceri who had been
convinced enough of the
suspects' guilt that he was
determined to go around
procedure to get the "son-ofa-bitch." His haste in
signing the warrants
indicates that he was
convinced at least partially
of the suspects' guilt.
However, he saw fit to let
people he believed guilty of a
violent crime go unarrested.

saying the alleged rapists
"weren't a threat to
society."
According to the excerpts
in the "Greenville News,"
Police Officer Amy Coppes
had heard Ford mention the
whereabouts of the suspects.
Though she could not recall
whether Ford had said the
players were in the coach's
home or office, she could
have questioned Ford to find
out.
The warrants had been
signed and sufficient belief
of guilt had been established;
the warrants were not served
until the next day. Such
practices are certainly not
ethical.
Odd though these
discrepancies may seem,
very little, if anything, has
been done in the way of
punitive measures.
Thirteenth Circuit Solicitor
Joe Watson told the
"Greenville News" that he
had confidence that the city
police would learn from their
mistakes.
Passive reprimand is
clearly not enough in this
case. Masceri clearly did not
follow accepted legal
procedure. Considering the
possible magnitude of the
allegations made June 21,
the actions taken by Masceri
were inexcusable.
Something must be done
to ensure that procedures are
followed properly in the
Clemson police departmentsomething needs to be done
before that department
altogether loses the respect
and trust of the citizenry it
serves.
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Cocaine no longer considered glamour drug
commentary
by Jim Hennessey
news editor
The death of Len Bias, an
outstanding young basketball
player from the University of
Maryland, was a tragedy, albeit
a self-inflicted one. The real
tragedy is that with all the
potential fame, fortune, NBA
championships and awards that
were his for the taking, Len
Bias was not smart enough to
lay off of cocaine.
The death of this outstanding
athlete opened the eyes of a
nation to a problem that has
existed in American colleges
and universities for yearscocaine on campus.
The use of cocaine on campus
is at an all-time high of 17
percent of students, according
to the University of Michigan
Institute for Social Research.
More than one-half of the
students polled said cocaine was
fairly or very easy to obtain on
campus; of them, only one-third
saw the drug as dangerous.
Some more statistics: five

million people in the United
States are regular cocaine users;
20-24 million Americans have
tried the drug; there have been
536 cocaine-related deaths in
the United States this year; 30
percent of all college students
will have tried the drug before
their fourth year of school.
The numbers are alarming. So
the question arises, why haven't
we done anything to stop this
problem?
The answer is naivete on the
part of the students, educators,
and society in general.
For a long time we have
basked in the idea that the
"drug-culture" was a small
group of great anonymity.
Today it is the person next

door, the man at the grocery
store, even the teachers in the
classroom.
Cocaine was always seen
as the "non-addictive glamour
drug, that gave you an instant
high with no lasting
side-effects''—wrong.
Continuous sniffing of cocaine
can cause damage to the
nostrils, including irritation,
inflammation and ulcers or
holes in tissues.
Smoking or "free-basing"
cocaine may result in extreme
depression, paranoia, agitation
and dangerous increases in
heart rate and blood pressure.
Instances of psychosis have
been reported.
Also, there have been reports
of deaths as a result of
convulsions that were followed
by respiratory arrest and coma
or heart attack, as in the death
of Bias.
While the drug does not cause
physical addiction, the powerful
compulsion to reuse it—especially
when smoked—often amounts to
profound psychological
dependence.
These are only a few examples
of the dramatic effects of
cocaine. So what can be done to

stop this problem before
another student dies?
The methods suggested have
ranged from search and seizure
of all drug-related paraphernalia
to drug testing, to education
requirements.
Education Secretary William
Bennett, speaking on the death
of Bias, urged college
administrators to police drugs
strictly on campus. "Parents do
not expect colleges to be neutral
as between decent morality and
decadence."
Bennett even went as far as
to suggest regular and
comprehensive searches of oncampus dormitories. He said
that dormitories were university
property, and schools had the
obligation to check for illegal
substances within their walls.
In August, football coach
Danny Ford told the Atlanta
Constitution that all students,
not only athletes, should
undergo drug testing before
being admitted to a university.
This summer, all athletes and
athletic department officials
underwent comprehensive drug
testing at a cost of $10,000.
Athletic,Director Bobby

Robinson said the expense for
testing all students and faculty
would be phenomenal.
The conclusion that we seem
to be forming in the United
States is that something must
be done to stop the problem. So
far, nobody has found that
miracle solution.
People keep dying. The
number of cocaine emergencies,
reported by hospitals, has risen
500 percent over the last three
years. It will continue to grow.
When Len Bias died, John
Slaughter, University of
Maryland chancellor, said that
Bias was someone who "brought
joy to our university—not only
by being a superb athlete, but
more importantly, by being a
fine person."
Death is never joyful, and
very few good things have come
from those who have passed
away. Len Bias is gone now,
but hopefully he has taught us
a valuable lesson. Cocaine
kills—and the only one who can
prevent it is you.
Rev. Jesse Jackson said it
best: "On a day the children
mourn, I hope they learn."

Simplified tax returns not anticipated
commentary

1

by E. Lewis Bryan
assoc. professor of accounting
Many Americans are
watching the Congress for a
new tax law that will greatly
simplify their income taxes.
Those who expect the new
tax plan before Congress to
simplify tax return
preparation will be greatly
disappointed. The official
name of the original

Treasury proposal called for
a "fairer and simpler" tax
code. It was appropriate that
the word fairer was used
first because the result may
be a fairer tax code, but it
certainly will not mean a
simpler tax return.
The most "oversold" idea
of tax reform is that
reducing the number of
brackets will simplify tax
return preparation. However,
having to deal with only
three (or four) tax brackets
instead of 14 brackets will

not simplify tax return
preparation in any way.
Most people who prepare a
tax return consult a tax
table in the back of the
booklet to compute the
amount of tax to pay. If the
new law is enacted, those
same people will still consult
a tax table in the back of the
booklet to compute the
amount of tax to pay. While
there may or may not be
different numbers for a v
particular individual, the
table will look the same to

the taxpayer. While it is true
that the bureaucrat who
prepares the tables will have
an easier job, the tax return
preparer will go through the
exact same steps with three
brackets as he/she would
have with 14 brackets.
Reducing the number of
brackets makes good
rhetoric for politicians but
does little to simplify tax
return preparation.
Another misunderstood

see Tax law, page 6

Complete academic freedom not needed in class
A friend of mine was taught
racism in a Georgia public
elementary school in the 1940's.
I'm happy to report that he
overcame the obstacles that
education put in his path and is
now an excellent teacher of
literature at Presbyterian
College, but someone should
have limited the academic
freedom of his teachers.
Many schools, such as my
friend's, are not part of "the
marketplace of ideas" but
rather are company stores
dispensing the party line, to use
some of Professor Mark
Winchell's language in his
recent "Commentary" (The
Tiger, Sept. 5, 1986, p. 5). Yet it
seems to me that a university
must situate itself between this
marketplace and the company
store, for one is too open, and
the other is too closed to permit
absolute academic freedom.
Let me illustrate with a few
questions. Should a teacher be
permitted to libel? Should
heckling and browbeating be
allowed in the name of free
speech? Should an
administrator let a teacher
incite students to riot? And can
a misinformed teacher be
allowed to fail a student who
has given an informed answer?
I would answer no to each of
these questions. The point is
that one can suffer from an
overdose of freedom as one can

letters
die in an automobile that is all
engine and no brakes.
Absolute freedom, I believe,
has no place in a faculty
manual. James Madison
recognized this indirectly when
he supported the possibility of
amendments to the
Constitution.
Sincerely,
Sterling Eisiminger
Associate Prof, of English

55 saves
In The Tiger of August 29
Professor Richard McKenzie of
the Department of Economics
argues for the abolition of the
55 mile-per-hour speed limit on
our nation's highways. His
basic contention seems to be
that the value of the time lost
in driving within our present
limits exceeds the value of the
fuel saved.
It seems to me that from a
practical point of view this
argument is invalid simply
because, although we can
measure the dollar value of the
fuel savings from available
data, there is no reasonable
means of arriving at a
comparable evaluation with
respect to the time factor.
Proponents of a higher speed
limit say that it would save

about 4.5 hours per person
annually. This total would be
broken into a large number of
small time segments. The idea
of attaching any significant
value to this time loss seems
almost preposterous.
Of course, the most important
factor to be considered in
connection with higher speed
limits is not fuel or time, but
life itself. It seems to me ironic
that Professor McKenzie is
arguing for a higher speed limit
includes the following sentence:
"The point is that people's
individual time is not
replaceable: they have only one
life to live."
One life indeed! That life is
considerably more likely to be
lost in a major accident at 65
m.p.h. that at 55.
The statement is made by
Professor McKenzie that those
who place a high priority on the
life-saving effects of lower speed
limits ought logically to call for
reducing these limits even
below the 55 m.p.h. limit. In
view of the current carnage on
our nation's highways this
would be a reasonable proposal.
However, within the present
climate, it would be an
impossible goal, whereas there
is at least some hope that
reason will prevail to the extent
that the present 55 m.p.h. limit
can be retained.
I presume that Professor

McKenzie's convictions on this
matter are those of a
responsible person. However,
my own perception is that a
large number of those who are
pressing for the abolition of the
present speed limit that has
served us so well are immature
persons who have never
outgrown their adolescent craze
for speed.
John R. Sullivan
Visiting Associate Professor
of Mathematical Sciences

Policy ignored
In response to an editorial two
weeks ago on the irresponsibility
of one of our fellow students, I
would like to address the
suggestion that was brought
up. It was the conclusion of the
editorial board that the student
trial court "should be given the
opportunity to mete out
punishment on behalf of the
student body." Although this is
a good idea, I have to disagree
with the board.
Pages 46-48 of the "Student
Handbook" were cited and
I these pages do clearly show
that the pipe bomb incident was
against student regulation VI.—
Possession of Firearms,
Explosives, or Dangerous
Materials.
However, one needs only to
turn further in the handbook to

page 76 and look at the
administrative policies. These
policies show that the student
trial court does not have
jurisdiction in a case of this
nature.
The second power listed as
"reserved to the Administration"
states: The Board of Trustees
reserves to the administration
the right to retain any case
from the jurisdiction of the
Student court in which ... a
student or employee of Clemson
University is physically injured
as a result of an alleged
violation. The 4th and 5th
powers apply to this situation
as well.
It is true that our student
trial court can expel a student
from the University, provided
that the Office of Student Life
agrees with such punishment if
ever handed down. But, the trial
court is unable to mete out the
type of punishment that is
needed in this most serious
offense.
The student went much
further than breaking a mere
student regulation. It is
therefore my opinion, ana tnat
of those who drafted our
student rules and regulations,
that this particular case should
be handled by higher
authorities.
Doug Stalnaker
Trial Court Chairman
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Tax law
from page 5

factor is the unnoticed third
bracket. Reading the press
releases and news reports,
one would think that there
are only two brackets (15%
and 28%); however, there is
in reality a third bracket—
the 33% bracket. True, this
bracket is for
"high-earners," but inflation
could make many more of us
"high-earners" in the future.
Determining who will pay
taxes at this higher 33%
bracket will undoubtedly be
another complication in tax
return preparation.
In the latest version of the
bill, IRA's are available for
some individuals, but not for
others. The test for full
availability, partial
availability, and nonavailability will complicate
tax planning and tax return
preparation.
The removal of some
deductions from the present
tax code will provide some
simplification; however, will
a later demand for fairness
cause a reinstatement of
these deductions? The

present administration (as
have past administrations)
has made much ado about
its encouragement of family
life. The abolishment of the
deduction for two-earner
families may encourage twoearner couples not to marry
but to merely live together.
Without the "workingspouse" deduction, a couple,
both of whom work, will pay
much more combined tax if
they are married rather than
single. Will Americans
tolerate this discouragement
of marriage?
The removal of consumer
interest, while retaining
interest on two home
mortgages as a deduction,
provides more complications.
Smart taxpayers will want
to make their home
mortgages as large as
possible in order to take
advantage of the taxdeductible interest. How
long will it be before Visa
and MasterCard take a home
as collateral so that credit
card interest can then be
called home mortgage
interest? How many
automobile purchases will be

refinanced by second
mortgages on homes?
The only real tax return
preparation simplifications
in the present tax bill are:
(1) Not having to complete
Schedule W (the two-wage
earner couple deduction).
(2) Not having to estimate
the amount of sales tax paid
during the past year.
(3) Not having to
remember to get receipts for
union dues, professional
association dues,
professional books, safe
deposit box rent or special
clothing.
There are two more
simplifications—abolishing
the investment tax credit
and income averaging.
However, very few taxpayers
have ever used these two
forms.
Taxpayers will be greatly
shocked during February
1988 when they start to
prepare their 1987 income
tax return and find that the
"new, improved, simple"
Form 1040 "looks just like,
feels just like, and hurts just
like" the old Form 1040!

Lutherans
READ THE BIBLE
Luther said of scripture, "it is the manger in
which the Christ child lies."
The Word tells the story of God's love and
our salvation.
The Bible is the story of the Word Made Flesh.
It is the sole rule and norm for all doctrine.
Yet, it is not an idol. The Bible is a beacon,
pointing the way to the One Lord.
The Bible is the map. And Christ is the
treasure.

University Lutheran Church
Lutheran Campus Center

*V£

Steve Plonk, Pastor
Ron Luckey, Pastor
654-4232

THE SISTERS OF KAPPA ALPHA THETA
WELCOME
THE 1986 PLEDGE CLASS
Amy Elizabeth Anderson
Amy Lynn Asher
Courtney Simmons Bell
Dawn Michelle Bellis
Nancy Lynn Bennett
Tammy Elizabeth Blanton
Elizabeth Collins Botto
Cynthia Louise Bowers
Andrea Paige Brooks
Dorothy Delane Caldwell
Natalie Kay Conradi
Kimberly Joy Cribb
Karen Ann Deignan
Wendy Janell Elliott
Cindy Feely
Kimberly Anne Fowler
Kathleen Ann Fox
Jennifer Lynn Ham
Suzanne Linn Hickman
Helen Edwards Hinton
Elizabeth Ann Holland
Elizabeth Susan Hoybach

Cristal C. Kelly
Merrill Jean MacLeod
Tracy Fran Malcolm
Rebecca Mae Markert
Cynthia Lynne Mclntosh
Marci Laurell Miller
Patricia Ann Pearson
Temple Poston
Sarah Ann Richardson
Sara Lee Samuels
Dana Elizabeth Schultz
Mary Christian Stevenson
Cammie Ann Stringer
Kimberly Anne Stura
Claudia Belinda Taylor
Cynthia Lynn Taylor
Kristy Thames
Angela Maria White
Ellen Beth Wilber
Martha Lu Wylie
Xenoula Maria Xenakis
Susan Elizabeth Youngblood

WE LOVE OUR NEW PLEDGES!

Welcome to Clemson!

Even though you just got here, it's never too
early to purchase those airline tickets home for
Thanksgiving and Christmas. Don't wait until it's
too late! Call us today!

654-3890

ENTS

December Graduates!
Order your Graduation Announcements
Sept. 8 thru 19
Art and Engineering Counter • Clemson Bookstore
Payment in Full
g*£!U2m

1—The lowest possible airfares on all
carriers including People's Express
2—Amtrak reservations and tickets
3—Free delivery to all dorms and
apartments in Clemson
4—Free planning on low-cost fall and
spring break trips!

Fall Break Specials
Cancun—3 days from $199
Jamaica—3 days from $269
Bahamas—3 days from $299
THE TIGER'S TRA VEL FRIEND

NEW HORIZONS TRAVEL

101A East Tiger Blvd. • Clemson, SC 29631
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Archie Barron, of Phillips Fiber (top left), Lts. McKenna and Degennaro,
and Master Chief Patterson, of the Navy (bottom left), and Dan Darby, of
Harris Corp., assist students during Co-op Career Day Wednesday.

Student senators elected for fall semester
by Jim Hennessey
news editor

Campus-wide elections, held last week,
filled 33 of the Student Senate's 70 seats
for the fall semester. Many precincts were
forced to fill their seats through run-off
elections, which were held yesterday.
The results for the initial election are as
follows: from Agricultural Science, Brian
Smigh; Architecture, Chris Rice; Education, Sharon Pough and Teresa Leopard;
Engineering, Stefan Kruer, Jack Ford,

Andrew Fookes, Ross McRoy, Sandy
Covington and Kelly Taube; Commerce
and Industry, Ed Pennebaker, Lee Julian
and Andy Reud; Liberal Arts, Leanne
Black and William McGill; Sciences,
Terry Kilby and Sandra Dixon.
Seats were still available in Education
(1), Engineering (2), Commerce and Industry (3), Nursing (1), Sciences (1) and
Forest and Recreation Resources (2).
Representing on-campus students:
Tracey Smart and Sophia Nikolakaros
from Johnstone A; Danny Walters,

•
•
•
•

Style Cuts
Body Waves
Highlighting
Curly Perms

Special Student Prices
VICTORIA SQUARE
(in Breezeway)

654-2599

Johnstone C; Tom Willingham and Scott
Lamar, Johnstone D.
Representing Donaldson, William
Mclntosh; from Bradley, William Bowen.
Others include: Maria Avidano, Young;
Ruth Ann Glascow and Lisa Kobmette
from Manning; Robin Seabrook and Mary
Larouch, Byrnes; Ellen Parsons and Donna Earls, Calhoun Courts; and Christ
Donoforio and Clifford Hubbard from
Thornhill Village.
Jan Miller and Patrick Freeman were
elected to seats representing Clemson

House, but the results have been protested.
Seats determined in the run-off were
available in: Johnstone B; Cope; Lever;
Barnett; and Thornhill.
Several seats are open due to lack of
candidates. These are: Johnstone E and F;
Bowen; Wannamaker; Bradley/YMCA;
Benet; Geer; Sanders; Smith; and
Mauldin.
Results of the run-off election will be
posted today at 3 p.m. in the Student
Government building.

Own the sky.
To fly is one thing. To fly with the Marine Corps is something
else. They'll show you the meaning of wings. From the wings of
the F-18 Hornet to the wings you wear as a Marine aviator,
this is flying at its best. And your ticket to fly is
your college diploma. If you'd like to be up
there, contact your local Marine Officer Selection Officer. 1-800-423-2600.

WE'RE HIRING!

**************************

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
STARTING CASUAL WAGE: $11.50/HR.
Roadway Express is looking for week-end dock
checkers. Positions available immediately!
• Successful candidates must be available for 8-hour
shifts (no mini shifts) on a 90-minute advance call.
• Must take physical, pre-employment security
interview and lift test.
Interested applicants must apply in person
WEDNESDAYS, between 12:30 to 3:30 p.m. at
Roadway Express, Shackleford Road, Greenville, SC.
Please note: YOU MUST HAVE NAMES AND
COMPLETE MAILING ADDRESSES (INCLUDING ZIP)
OF ALL PREVIOUS EMPLOYERS IN ORDER TO FILL
OUT AN APPLICATION.

WORK FOR THE BEST!
ROADWAY EXPRESS
An AA/EOE. Qualified minorities
applicants are encouraged to apply.

and/or female

Marines
We're kwkingfora few-goodmen.

See GySgt. Cofield Sept. 16 at University Union or Sept. 17 at Loggi or
call 765-5561 (collect).
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Faculty Senate opposes
new athletic dormitory
by Jim Hennessey
news editor

Darla Koreseirnan no,

'p °9raPner

Tctamu/nrk

Member of the Alpha Delta Pi sorority prepare their float for tonight's First Friday
parade.

Tne Faculty Senate voted Aug.
19 to forward to the Athletic
Council a report discouraging the
construction of a new $4 million
athletic dormitory.
The report, which was prepared by an ad hoc committee,
was concerned with the possible
negative effects separate housing for athletes may have on
their social interaction with other
students and academic performance.
Research found that separate
housing for athletes impedes
their abilities to interact with the
general student population and
thus may keep athletes "isolated,
typecast and targeted.
"The study also found that the
national trend seems to be away
from athletic dormitories," said
Ronald Nowaczyak, committee
chairman. "Clemson is one of
only three Atlantic Coast Conference schools [Wake Forest and
North Carolina State are the
others] with athletic dorms."

The athletic department feels
the dormitory is very necessary
f
-^ra the standpoint of simple
overcrowding. Although the new
facility would be attractive to
prospective football players,
athletic department officials say
recruiting is not a major factor in
the construction plans.
The report recommends that
student athletes be given the
same housing options as students presently living in non-athletic dorms.
Further, because athletic dormitories can be used as potential
recruiting tools, the report
recommends proposing that the
ACC adopt a policy banning
athletic dorms to make recruitment_fair.
Aside from living quarters, the
new dorm would house a dining
hall, meeting rooms and a centralized football administration
complex.
IPTAY would contribute approximately $1 million to cover
the non-revenue producing space,
and space not filled with athletes
would be assigned to non-athletes.

Kappa Kappa Gamma garners Standards Award
by Matthew DeBord
staff writer
The Clemson chapter of the
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority
received the Standards Award at
their national convention in
June. The Clemson chapter was
presented the award after a
unanimous vote by the Kappa
National Executive Council. The
award, which is presented every
two years, is given to the chapter
that, in the opinion of the council
exemplifies the "best of everything."
To decide on a recipient, the

Freshman

national council examined the
respective qualities of all Kappa
Kappa Gamma chapters in the
United States. The "best of
everything" represents the
achievements of excellence in oncampus relations, the exemplification of ideals, and participation
in various charitable and fundraising activities.
The Kappa Kappa Gamma
charge stems from the efforts of
Charlotte Barrell Ware, who
served the sorority from 1884 to
1888. She said, "Kappa ideals, no
matter by what name they are
called, are the only ones upon
which to base a happy and useful

life." The Standards Award, so
named because of its prescribed
adherence to Kappa standards, is
a silver punchbowl first presented in 1934.
Kathy Gunk, president of the
Clemson chapter, expressed the
sorority's pride at receiving the
award, and speculated upon the
qualities that make the chapter
the "best of everything."
"A lot of times, sororities are
stereotyped as clones," Gunk
said, "but we try to encourage
the individualism of our members while maintaining the
mutual bond of sorority. We look
for uniqueness during rush."

Gunk pointed out that the since our national (organization)
Clemson chapter was first in has just prohibited alcohol at any
scholarship, out of all Kappa chapter facility, we are going to
chapters, for four semesters in a sponsor an alcohol-awareness
row. She also said the chapter program. We want to educate our
raised over $4,000 with its membership with regard to incalendar last year. Additionally, dividual liabilities as a result of
the chapter held an Easter egg this new directive.
"Philanthropy is very imporhunt for the area's underprivitant," added Gunk. "We have
leged children last Easter.
"We work really hard together, social events with other sororiand we're not afraid to try new ties in an effort to keep Panthings," said Gunk. "We try to Hellenic relations strong. In adadhere to the program set out by dition, we sponsor alumni dropthe national organization, and we ins to keep alumni up on sorority
try to serve as an example to developments."
other chapters. For example,

ST.GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

PIZZA PUB
654-3000

GRENADA. WEST INDIES

portraits
will be
taken
next week
from 9 a.m.

St. George's University School of Medicine, with more than 1050 graduates licensed
in 33 states, offers a rigorous, nine-semester program leading to the degree of
Doctor of Medicine.
In January 1985, The Journal of the American Medical Association published a report which ranked St George's number one of all major foreign medical
schools in the initial pass rate on the ECFMG Exam.
70 medical schools in the United States have accepted over 630 St. George's
students with advanced standing.
St. George's has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerkships in
New Jersey subject to regulations of the State Board of Examiners.
A Loan Program for Entering Students has been instituted for a limited number
of qualified applicants.
For information, please contact the Office of Admissions:
St. George's University School of Medicine
% The Foreign Medical School Services Corporation
One East Main Street, Bay Shore, N.Y. 11706, Dept. C-2
(516) 665-8500

HUGE SAVINGS ON CALCULATORS

.Q© (3 tj & Q & aa

to 5 p.m.
every day
in the
Student

HEWLETT
PACKARD

033BDDHLJ
(^[^ElE][^QGl□aEl,

• EVERY MONDAY NIGHT,
PIZZA BUFFET
$3.95
• EVERY TUES. AND WED. NIGHT,

FREE PITCHER OF BEER
OR PEPSI WITH MEDIUM OR
LARGE PIZZA (DINE IN)
• DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
• ICE CREAM BAR—CAN DELIVER

aB

EL 5400 Special Price
EL 5500II Scientific
CE 126P Thermal Printer
CE129P Thermal Printer

$35.00
70.00
55.00
70.00

EL 506P Scientific
EL 512P Scientific
EL 5510 Financial
EL 5520 Scientific
EL515SSolarScientific

15.00
26.00
70.00
70.00
19.00

HP-11C Scientific
$41.00
HP-12C Financial
72.00
HP-15C Scientific
72.00
HP-16C Programmer
86.00
HP-18C New! Business Consultant... 135.00
HP-41CV Advanced Programmable... 126.00
HP-41CX Advanced Programmable... 179.00
82104A Card Reader
139.00
82153A Optic Wand
91.00
82143A Thermal Printer
275.00

Tl 36 SLR Solar Scientific
Tl 74 New! Basic Programmable
PC 324 Thermal Printer
Tl 55 III Scientific
Tl 5310 Desktop Financial
Tl BAM Financial

$18.00
94.00
69.00
33.00
85.00
30.00

ft

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
MEDIUM

6.50 + tax

3QDOB
3BQOD
DOOQO
30000

FX115M Scientific
$16.00
FX 7000G Graphic Display
54.00
3aabo FX3600P Scientific
19.00
FX 451 Solar Scientific
21.00
FX 8100 Scientific with Clock... 30.00
FX 90 Credit Card Scientif ic .... 19.00
FX 995 Solar Scientific
27.00
FX 4000P Scientific
31.00
CM 100 Scientific/Programmer
16.00

LARGE

2-TOPPING PIZZA 2-TOPPING PIZZA
$

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

Government
building

302 SENECA ROAD

MEDIUM
COMBO 6 Toppings
$

8.00 +

tax

$

7.50 + tax
SMALL

l-TOPPING PIZZA
$

5.00 + tax

CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269 EXCEPT Illinois. Alaska. Hawaii
Accessories discounted too. MasterCard or VISA by phone or mail. Mail Cashier's check,
Money Ord., Pers. Check(2 wks to clr). Sorry noC.O.D.'s. Add $4.001 st item $1 ea add'l shpg
& handl. Shpts to IL address add 7% tax. Prices subj to change. University/College P.O.'s
Welcome. WRITE (no calls) for free catalog. 30-day return policy for defective merchandise
only. ALL ELEK-TEK MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NEW, 1ST QUALITY AND COMPLETE.
6557 N Lincoln A\
Chicago IL 60645
(312)631-7800
(312)677-7660

ELEK-TEK inc

• NOT VALID WITH OTHER SPECIALS
• WHEN ORDERING BY PHONE, YOU
MUST ADVISE YOU ARE USING COUPON
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First Friday
Parade
Sept. 12 — 6 p.m.
concert in amphitheatre
following pep rally
by Spongetones
Next Move
Widespread Panic
Eric Freshwater/photographer

It doesn't hurt

WE'VE MOVED

Melody Irby of the Carolina Georgia Blood Bank takes a blood sample from Rebecca
Black at Monday's Arnold Air Society blood drive.

Changes to prevent parking problems
In anticipation of the parking
problems caused by home football games, the parking and traffic department is warning
students not to park in lots adjacent to Memorial Stadium on
those weekends.
Vehicles should not park in the
employee lot adjacent to Benet
and Sirrine halls, on Williamson
Road, or in any area west of
Williamson Road after 7 p.m. on
the evening prior to a home varsity football game.
This restriction includes com-

muter lots C-6 and C-7, resident
lots R-3, R-4, R-5, R-6 and the
road commonly known as Shotgun Alley.
The Physical Plant lot is also
unavailable to student and
employee parking after 7 p.m.
the evening prior to a home
game.
Students may move their vehiHps to commuter lots C-4 and
C-5 south of Lee Hall beginning
at noon Friday. Students may
also park in commuter lots C-6
and C-7 after 5 p.m. on Fridav.

Pamela Brown & Julie Crouse

Vehicles should not be parked
on the grass along Williamson
Road at the east end of resident
lot R-2 except on the day of the
game. Vehicles, however, should
be moved as soon as possible
after the game and no later than
the day after the game.
All vehicles towed will be
placed in the east campus lot;
owners will be fined $30. This
fine is, however, subject to appeal through the municipal
judge, within the University
Police Department.

formerly of
STUDIO 108
HAVE MOVED TO

HEAD

Weekend to honor freshmen parents
Parents of freshmen will be
able to sample student life for
themselves during Parents'
Weekend Oct. 3-4.
While on campus, freshmen
parents can attend classes
taught by University Master
Teachers, enjoy the spirit of the

Join
'The
Tiger'

Clemson-Citadel football game,
and savor the beauty of autumn
at Clemson.
A reception at the President's
Home, a pre-game barbecue,
campus tours and the opportunities to meet with academic
advisers and student life ad-

ministrators are also planned.
"The purpose of the weekend is
to help parents become better acquainted with Clemson and to
feel more a part of the student's
life," says alumni field representative Brian O'Rourke, who is
coordinating the program

205 College Avenue, Clemson, SC

803-654-4131

CALL
6548646

Pizza Hut Now Delivers*

CLEMSON, S.C.

-Hut e
tSMnODEH

Meeting
Sunday
at 8:00
in room
907
Student
Union.

The same great pizza we serve under our roof, we now serve under yours.
Now you can gel great Plzzo
Hut pizza to enjov right In the
comfort of your own home.

NO CHARGE
FOR DELIVERY
CHECKS ACCEPTED
Hours:
Monday - Friday
Begins at 4:30
Saturday - Sunday
Begins at 12:00

Our Menu For Fast, Free Delivery
Pan Pizza Thick and Golden - our dough Is made
fresh daily and baked to luscious perfection In a
special deep pan.

Small
Serves 1-2

Thln'n Crl«py" pizza Fresh everyday - an
outstanding light, crispy crust covered with your
choice of bubbling hot topptngsl

Medium
Serves 3-4

Large
Serves 4-6

Enjoy a Combination Pizza
Supreme: A 6 Topping -Pizza For a 3-Topping Price.
Pepperonl. Mushroom. Onion. Green Pepper. Beef
Topping. Pork Topping.

Super Supreme: A 9-Topplng Pizza For a 4 Topping
Price. Pepperonl. Mushroom. Onion. Horn. Black Olive.
Green Pepper. Italian Sausage, fine' Topping. Pork
Topping.

OR
PRIAZZO- ITALIAN PIE: Top and Bottom Crust Stuffed with Delicious
Ingredients and Topped with Zesty Sauce and a Blend of Mozzarella
and Cheddar Cheese.
Great pizza delivered
fresh, hot and fast.

CALL-654-8646

3.00 OFF LARGE
2.00 OFF MEDIUM
VALID FOR PAN PIZZA.
THIN'N'CRISPY® PIZZA. OR
PRIAZZO » ITALIAN PIE. VALID
FOR DINE-IN. TAKE-OUT. OR
DELIVERY. ONE COUPON PER
PIZZA. NOT VALID WITH OTHER
OFFERS. VALID ONLY AT
CLEMSON RESTAURANT.
CALL
654-8646
DELIVERY
654-8692
DINE-IN
TAKEOUT
PRIAZZO IS A TRADEMARK OF PIZZA

HUT.
jjT
~9

INC

EXPIRES:

12/31/le

\ l ,mrt«1 rX'vrrv *»| Os* Valw* i/?oc I
\
r iW>^ii3i^ii Inc

^
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EXPO '86
Career Day Extravaganza

Monday, Sept. 15, and Tuesday, Sept. 16

EXPO
I I I'86
AFG Industries

6

Atlanta Gas Light Company
Geonjia Nafarel Gas Company - Savannah Gas Company

We're uvrking to serve you better.

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
PALMETTO BALLROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
Sponsored by:
Student Government, Office of Student Life,
and Career Services and Placement

AFG
INDUSTRIES, Inc.
;
A
manufacturer of flat glass, primarily for the residential, remodeling and commercial construction markets, JOD opportunities: Ceramic, mechanical and electrical engineering.

ATLANTA GAS LIGHT COMPANY
Public utility in the natural gas distribution business. Opportunities available primarily for CE, ME, IE.
BLACK & VEATCH
A subsidiary of Black and Veatch Engineers-Architects. Currently recruiting EE, CivilE, and ChemE.

C & S NATIONAL BANK OF SOUTH CAROLINA
The second-largest bank in South Carolina. Offer Management Associate positions to college grads.
CAMPBELL SOUP COMPANY
A Maxton plant that produces 72 varieties of canned food specialties and distributes to seven states. Job opportunities
available for IE, EE, ME, Project Engineers, and Food Science majors.
CELWAVE SYSTEM INC.
A leading manufacturer of passive communication components for the telecommunications industry. Job opportunities for
engineering positions.
CIBA-GEIGY
International chemical company. Positions for agricultural degrees as Sales Representatives.

CORNING
DAIMIEl

CORNING GLASSWORKS
Leaders in the development and sale of metal-film resistors, glass capacitors, optical waveguides, ultra-pure strands of glass
that carry sound, data and picture signals on pulses of laser-generated light. Also operates one of the largest clinical labs for
blood and tissue testing. Opportunities for those in ME, EE, ChemE, IE, CERAMIC ENGINEERING, sciences,
math/statistics, computer science, and business administration.
DANIEL INTERNATIONAL
Daniel is a large design, construction, and maintenance firm with broad needs in the engineering disciplines.
DUKE POWER COMPANY

Electronic Data Systems Corporation

EDS
Information processor, specializing in systems design, implementation, operation, and management of electronic data processing systems for the customer. Opportunities in computer science, engineering, math, information sciences, business, and other
technically oriented liberal arts.
E. I. Du PONT de NEMOURS & CO., INC.
A diversified international company strongly backed by scientific and engineering capabilities with business operations in more
than 48 countries.
FRITO-LAY, INC.
A world leader in the snack food industry. Has challenging opportunities for entry-level positions for new graduates.
GENERAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF THE SOUTH
Is the parent company of more than 60 subsidiaries operating worldwide. Opportunities for engineering majors and chemistry.

A
INGERSOLL-RAND

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY
THE HICKORY PRINTING GROUP, INC.
Production of high-quality commercial printing, packaging printing, and business forms. Typical opportunities include: production supervision, customer service, sales, and administration.
INGERSOLL-RAND
KAYSER ROTH HOSIERY, INC.
Manufactures, distributes, markets, and sells men's and women's hosiery. All candidates who are interested in sales or production management and have a willingness to relocate should interview.
KINNEY SHOE CORP.
Store retail chain specializing in family footwear. Offer careers in management and related areas.

a

UTHOMA UGHT/NO

LITHONIA LIGHTING
Leading manufacturer of lighting equipment for all major segments of the commercial and industrial construction market.
Employment in manufacturing sales and marketing, information services and systems, finance and accounting.
LIVINGSTON & HAVEN INC.
One of the Southeast's largest distributors of industrial components. Positions available in industrial sales/engineering.

The Software Company
nmnTini MjxmE-r-ra
6t»< ROCKLEOOC ORivE KTHE SO* MAH'IAMO MOji

MILLIKEN

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE AM.
MARTIN-MARIETTA ORLANDO AEROSPACE
The laboratories carry out research, development, and engineering programs for government agencies, academic institutions,
private industries, and other organizations. Contributions range from engineering areas such as materials, structures, propulsions and electronic fields of lunar sample analysis and the study of planetry atmospheres.
MERCK & CO., INC.
The nation's largest producer of prescription pharmaceuticals. Opportunities for ChemE, chemists, and microbiologists.
MILLIKEN AND COMPANY
High-technology manufacturing company with opportunities in manufacturing management, process engineering, plant
engineering, MIS, and IE. Milliken produces a broad range of textile products for commercial, industrial, and apparel
markets, as well as specialty chemicals.
NAVAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING CENTER—CHARLESTON
Provides electronic engineering and support for the Atlantic fleet. The Center is responsible for electronic planning, design,
and installation.
NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING
Major defense contractor /enterprise engaged in design, construction, and overhaul of Nimitz-class Aircraft carriers and Los
Angeles-class submarines. Opportunities available primarily in ME, EE, CE.

NCR

NCR
Designs, tests, and manufactures a 16- and 32-bit microcomputer called the Tower. Job opportunities for qualified electrical
and computer engineers and computer science graduates and interns in all areas of our facility.
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COMPUTER CENTERS

RITE
H|TE
CORPORATION
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FAMILY

STEAK HOUSE
SANGAMOWESTON

Schlumberger

►antee
tooper
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OLIN CORPORATION
Diversified manufacturer concentrated in chemicals, metals, and ammunition with expanding interests in electronic materials
defense/aerospace and water treatment. Opportunities in CE, EE, IE/Mathematical Science, and ME.
PRINTING INDUSTRY OF THE CAROLINAS
Represents 500 printing companies in North and South Carolina. Offer a unique work-study scholarship program as an internship/recruitment program.
RADIO SHACK BUSINESS PRODUCTS
Positions available in marketing and marketing management.
RITE HITE CORPORATION
The nation's leading manufacturers of loading dock safety systems. Opportunity for a sales representative with further prompt
advancement within sales/marketing department.
ROYAL INSURANCE
Has provided property, casualty, marine, and life insurance worldwide for more than 150 years. Job opportunities available in
data processing, actuarial, and in general business administration.
RYAN'S FAMILY STEAK HOUSES, INC.
Currently interviewing interested graduating seniors for entry-level management positions—progression to higher levels include General Managers, Supervisors, Area and District Managers.
SANGAMO WESTON
Manufactures electro-mechanical watt-hour meters, transformers, and electronic test equipment. Opportunities in EE, ME,
and CS.
SANTEE COOPER
Provides power directly to all classes in the counties of Berkeley, Georgetown, and Horry. Through 15 of the state's 20 electric
cooperatives, Santee Cooper power is distributed to cities across the state. Primarily interested in engineers.
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
SONOCO PRODUCT CO.
A major manufacturer of packaging made from paper, plastic, metal, and wood. Opportunities for textiles, AM, IM, IE.
SPRINGS INDUSTRIES, INC.
A textile company with manufacturing facilities in the Carolinas and marketing headquarters in New York will recruit production management and sales trainees.
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD DIVISION OF HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT RECRUITING UNIT
Works with all state agencies to fill their vacancies by recruiting qualified applicants.
TENNESSE VALLEY AUTHORITY
The largest electric power producer in the United States. Employs a variety of disciplines; however, most are EE, ME, and
nuclear engineering.

^

TORRINGTOW
Part of worldwide Ingersot-Raiu

Union [amp
Fine Paper Division

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
A leader in industrial automation. Entry-level positions available in the following categories: marketing, design, quality control, reliability, manufacturing, text, field support, and contract services. A summer intern program is also available.
THE TORRINGTON COMPANY
World's largest and leading producer of all types of Anti-Friction Bearings. Job opportunities in ME, EE, and IE.
UNION CAMP CORPORATION
Forest Products Company manufacturing a broad line of diversified products that include bleached and unbleached paper and
paperboard, materials handling products, building materials and chemicals. Career opportunities available for Engineers.
UNIROYAL
The world's largest manufacturer of rubber-toothed timing belts employing about 230 employees. Primary areas of recruitment are in ME and ET.

U.S. Insurance Group

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

OS

SELECTION

A
TeamXerax

U.S. INSURANCE GROUP
Is a subsidiary of the Crum and Forster organization which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Xerox Financial Corporation. Opportunities for loss control representative trainees.
U.S. MARINE CORPS OFFICER PROGRAM
Aviation (pilot), judge advocates, logistics, supply, infantry, artillery, communications, public affairs, data processing, intelligence, motor transport, air traffic control, administration, etc.
WEYERHAEUSER
One of the world's largest pulp and paper manufacturers. Employ 15-20 interns each summer. Internship is usually a prerequisite to permanent employment.
XEROX COMPANY

DID YOU KNOW . . .
—61 °7o of all students will change their majors at least once before their senior year
—35% will work in fields that are unrelated to their college major
—29% will graduate in fields that are completely unknown to them at the time of their entrance
into college
. . . that your future career depends on what you do today!

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Wally DesChamps, Director of Activities, Student Government Office 656-2195
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Lennon

from page one

Oldest alumnus honored
Thomas Hunter, who celebrated his centennial before his
alma mater, is the University's
oldest living alumnus. But that's
not the only reason the University honored him with a luncheon
Wednesday, which was his 100th
birthday.
The University also paid
tribute to the man whose name
and reputation has garnered
more than $200,000 in support
for a scholarship program in the
College of Enginering.
A check for the amount raised
by a group known as "friends of
Tom Hunter" was presented at
the luncheon to Jeff McNeill,
associate vice president for
development at Clemson. The
money will go toward the Hunter
Scholars program, which is designed to help Clemson recruit
top engineering students.
Hunter, of Winter Park, Fla.,

graduated in 1909 with a degree
in mechanical and electrical
engineering. Thp P™<=r>erity
native is best known as the inventor of the Hunter transformer, which was developed in
the 1940s and used worldwide for
electric welding of such materials
as steel pipes for oil and gas
lines.
In recent years, he has become
a major benefactor of the University's bio-engineering department, which is internationally
known for its work in the development of artificial implant
materials and procedures.
In 1973 he established the University's first endowed chair, the
Hunter Chair in Bioengineering,
in honor of his brother, who was a
member of Clemson's first graduating class and taught mathematics to three generations of
University students.

and ability will raise this institution to new heights.
"I am confident that Max
Lennon will meet the challenges
of this outstanding university,"
Thurmond said. "Max Lennon,
you are right where you belong at
Clemson University."
Lennon was also welcomed and
praised by members of the
University Board of Trustees,
members of educational societies, and by Student Body President Fred Richey.
'The student body realizes that
there is no greater job than that
of the university president,"
Richey said. "We charge Max
Lennon with the responsibility to
transform Clemson students into
the leaders of tomorrow's world.
"The university president
must value the input of the
students," he said. "The Clemson president must hold dear and
cherish the unique bond that
holds us together as members of
the Clemson family

Max Lennon

GO TIGERS
I SUBS: TURKEY — HOAGIE — VERSUVIAN STEAK — ITALIAN —
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12 NOON TO 12 MIDNIGHT
BUY ONE 10" PIZZA YOUR CHO.CE

GET 2nd 10" PIZZA SAME VALUE YOUR CHOICE
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* FOR 1 DOLLAR
DINE IN-FAST,

FREE, HOT DELIVERY-TAKE OUT

SUB SPECTACULAR

BUY ONE FOOTLONG SUB—YOUR CHOICE!
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MEDIUM 14" PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
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$3.50 Minimum Order on Campus—$7 Minimum Order In Delivery Area
COMPARE TO ALL-THEN GIVE US A CALL 654-6990 AS CLOSE AS YOUR PHONE

*TUESDAY'S
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6.00

EVEN

COKES

DIAL 654-6990
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FOR THOSE WHO THINK BIG!
THURSDAY IS LG. 16" PIZZA
WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
PLUS 3 ICE-COLD COKES
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7.99 EVEN
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PARTY WEEKEND SPECIAL
20" PARTY PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
Papparonl. Mushrooms, Ham, Ground Baal, Graan Pappari, Canadian Bacon,
•con. Black OHvas,
Olrvet. Grain Ollvei Sautaga,
Sa
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Anchovlos. Eitri-Thkk Crust.
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$

AND 4 ICE-COLD COKES
GOOD FRI.-SAT.—SUN.
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Computers
donated
A network of four Tandy 3000
micro-computers and peripheral
equipment donated to the University's industrial engineering
department will bolster graduate
education and research in the
area of computer-aided manufacturing.
The equipment, valued at approximately $24,000, is the second major donation to the department from Tandy, says
Robert Davis, department head.
"The computers will enhance a
laboratory that is primarily used
in research activities related to
the planning, design and control
of automated manufacturing systems," Davis says. "This network also will allow us to initiate
research in the area of modular
design of manufacturing
systems."
Modular designs are gaining
popularity in industry because
they help companies take advantage of technological advances,
he says. If systems are designed
so that individual machines, or
components of machines, can be
removed and replaced without
disrupting an entire manufacturing process, companies are less
likely to find themselves limited
by outdated technology.

Wicker, Wicker & Pottery Plus.
Big Selection
^T Huge Showroom

EpfiSr

GFOU S

P

jap Single Pieces
•^Clay & Ceramics
Pots & Decorator
Pieces

Putnams
W. N. First Street

Wholesale

Seneca

SEPTEMBER 17, 1986
LAST DAY FOR UNDERGRADUATES
TO WITHDRAW FROM A COURSE
WITHOUT RECORD
OR WITHDRAW FROM THE
UNIVERSITY WITHOUT RECORD

To withdraw, the student must
. . Pick up a Drop-Add (Schedule Change)
Card from the Student Records Office,
104 Sikes Hall

Robert Davis (seated), head of the industrial engineering department, gets instructions from Donn Duncan, education specialist with Radio Shack.

. . . Obtain the approval signature of the
student's advisor

SA T scores jump dramatically
The average Scholastic Ap- college-bound freshmen in South
titude Test score for entering Carolina last year was 815. The
freshmen at the University this national average was 883.
fall is 1,025—the highest ever for
"We haven't analyzed all the
the school and a whopping 13 possibilities yet, so I'm not compoints higher than officials had pletely sure of all the reasons for
expected.
the increase," Mattox said, "but
"This is eight points above our clearly our ability to offer more
previous high of 1,017, which scholarships and, therefore, to atwas in 1982, and 13 points higher tract more top-level students was
than last year," said Richard a significant factor."
Mattox, director of admissions.
Marvin Carmichael, director of
"That's a whale of an increase financial aid, agreed. "New
when you consider we're talking scholarship programs are helping
about the average for an entire us attract more academically
entering class of approximately talented students," he said.
2,240 students."
"Our most substantive new
Officials at the University, program is the Athletic Acawhich traditionally leads South demic Endowment, which was
Carolina's state-supported established last year with funds
schools in freshman SAT scores, from the athletic department,"
had expected this fall's average Carmichael said. "In its first
to be about the same as last year, that program is providing
year's 1,012, according to scholarships of $1,500 each for
Mattox.
26 students selected on the basis
State and national figures are of academic achievement."
not yet available for this year,
Scholarships are one way
but the average SAT score for

. . Obtain the signature of the instructor
(or department head) of the course

Clemson is trying to offset the
funding cutbacks and increased
paperwork plaguing federal
financial aid programs,
Carmichael said.
Because of bureaucratic
delays, as many as 2,000 Clemson students faced fall semester
registration Aug. 19 without
having their federal financial aid
available, he said.
"By using loan approvals,
deferring payments and accepting promissory notes for room
and board, we were able to make
special provisions for most of
those students so they could go
ahead and start the semester,"
said Carmichael.
Mattox said that, in addition
to its 2,240 entering freshmen,
Clemson enrolled about 485
transfer students this fall, bringing the total number of new students to a record 2,725—27 more
than last year's all-time high of
2,698.

... Return the Drop-Add card to the
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall

NO LATER THAN 4:30 P.M.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1986
WITHDRAWALS AFTER SEPTEMBER 17, 1986
WILL BE SUBTRACTED FROM
THE STUDENT'S LIMIT
NON-ATTENDANCE OR CESSATION OF
CLASS ATTENDANCE DOES NOT
CONSTITUTE WITHDRAWAL

NEW "TIGER TERRITORY" FOR SALE

DEATH VALLEY
VIDEO
'

DEATH
'VALLEY
VIDEO .

10:00- 9:00 M-T

A GREAT
LOCATION
ADJOINING
CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY
2-, 3-, 4-BEDROOM DESIGNER VILLAS
FROM $72,500 to $150,000
Only
2 miles
from
Death
Valley
Stadium

A
Clemson
Family
Since
1896

PAUL SCOTT NEWTON-Licensed and bonded
General Contractor
ELISABETH W. NEWTON—Designer
GOLDEN WOODS PLAZA—CLEMSON
654-4339 or 654-4344 or 654-1302

AUUH

8821740

10:00-10:00 F&S
2:00- 8:00 Sun.

: NOW OPEN:

BRING COUPON FOR
FREE MEMBERSHIP AND
FIRST MOVIE FREE
VCR's $5 OVERNIGHT
Plenty in stock

•

M-T-W Daily Specials

Movie $1.00 a day

TANNING BED SPECIAL
$35/mO. unlimited visits

Hwy. 76

•

Clemson (next to Garrett's)
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Speakers Bureau 'brings new ideas'
by Patricia Ventur
staff writer
"We bring in very different ideas. South
Carolina has not seen, topics that broaden
the students' ideas," said Mac Renfro, cochairperson, Speakers Bureau.
The Speakers Bureau, funded by Student Government, strives to "broaden
ideas" by bringing speakers who represent various interests to Clemson's
Tilhnan Hall auditorium to address both
the students and the community.
With an annual budget of $22,000, the
Speakers Bureau is able to sponsor two or
three speaking events each semester.
Larry LinviUe, the actor who played the

obnoxious surgeon, Frank Burns, on the
M.A.S.H. series is going to be the first
speaker this year. He is scheduled for
Tuesday at 8 p.m.
At their next event, scheduled for
Oct. 28, the Bureau is sponsoring a debate
on pornography. Though the speakers
have not yet been chosen, the event is expected to draw a large crowd.
A survey of students taken last spring
showed that the topic about which students are most interested in discussing is
sex. This survey, administered to help the
Bureau select speakers of most interest to
Clemson's students, is but only the first
of many steps in the staging of an event.
The nine members of the Speaker's

Bureau choose among suggested topics
the ones they feel are most feasible. Hired
agents then find speakers that are expert
in a given field. Next, the event is widely
publicized with the help of the Office of
Student Life, with the hope that a large
audience will attend.
Last year the average audience size was
about 150 people, but wider advertisement and interesting speakers are expected to enlarge that size by about 100
people.
"Students can help us out most by attending the events," says Mac Renfro.
"Speakers are paid between $2,500 and
$5,000, but the events are presented as a
free service to the public."

Local

NOTICE
Wednesday is the
last day to
withdraw from class
or the University
without record.

/it's/ IMcralof'soalh Carolina

Bands
-if
interested
in being
inter-

Tbfedly FREE Checking
for Tigers!

viewed
for
Chronicle
feature
article

The First is offering a totally free
checking program for students.
Here's how it works:
• There are no minimum balance
requirements
• No service charges
• Unlimited check writing
You won't find a more convenient,
more affordable checking plan
anywhere. It's totally free, and it's
just for you!
BONUS!
As a bonus for opening a Totally
FREE Checking account, The First
is offering two Account-Starter Kits.
Just choose the package you prefer.
1) Traditional Account-Starter
Kit (FREE!)
• First Class Checkbook Cover
• First Class Teller 24-Hour
Banking Card

call
654-4601
or

2) Custom-Designed Tiger AccountStarter Kit ($5)
• 100 Custom-Designed Tiger
Checks
• Tiger Checkbook Cover
• Custom-Designed Tiger
24-Hour Banking Card
To open your Totally FREE Checking
account with The First, just stop by one
of our conveniently located offices
in Clemson. And remember, for 'roundthe-clock banking, stop by our 24hour First Class Teller machine located
in the parking area adjacent to
Byrnes Hall. It's the most convenient
way to handle your finances, and it's
right on campus!

theim
tint federal of south Carolina
Alna '■

W"

We make banking simple:
CLEMSON: 207 College Ave., 654-5574 • 1013 Tiger Blvd., 654-5574 • 24-Hour First Class TellerPalmetto Blvd. (Campus) • SENECA: 1007 W. 123-Bypass, 882-1925

656-6369

I
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Clemson Ag. Econ. Club is sponsoring a Barbecue chicken dinner Saturday,
Sept. 13 prior to the Virginia Tech. football game from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. It will
be held just to the left of the Jervey
Athletic Center, and the cost is $3.50 per
plate.
Attention: The Women's Tennis Team
is looking for a manager for 1986-1987
season. If interested, contact Bobby
Douglas at Jervey at 656-2101.
Attention faculty, staff, and students:
Airfares are going up next week. Come by
the Travel Center, in the loggia, or call
5833 today for Fall Break, Thanksgiving,
and Christmas flights. We also have
Amtrak, Greyhound, and Trailways
information.
Students with airline tickets on hold at
the Travel Center: All 30-day in advance
fares are going up this weekend. You
must PAY for your ticket by 4 p.m. TODAY to keep your low airfare. Come by
the Travel Center or call 5833 NOW!
Alpha Epsilon Delta, the pre-medical
honor society, welcomes all new members
to its meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 16 at
7:30 p.m. in the Jordan room. Qualifications for membership include second
semester sophomore standing and a 3.0
cumulative and science GPR. All interested can contact Trey Chandler at
656-4380 or Dr. Wagner at 2416.
A "Stop Smoking" clinic will be held at
the College of Nursing's Nursing Center
at Clemson University beginning on Friday, Sept. 19 from 12 noon to 1 p.m.
Classes will be held for six consecutive
Fridays. For more information and
registration, call 656-3076.
Volunteers needed to help coach and officiate YMCA Youth Soccer. Drop by
Holtzendorff YMCA Center or call
656-2460.

A Clemson YMCA Middle Eastern
Dance Class begins on Tuesday May 13 at
7:45 p.m. at the Holtzendorff Center. This
ancient form of dance improves posture,
strengthens the lower back, and encourages charm and poise. Stop by the
YMCA to sign up or call 656-2460 for
more information.
The YMCA offers a Women's Fitness
Program emphasizing exercise, flexibility, muscle tone and cardiovascular endurance. Classes run continuously and are
offered Monday through Friday at convenient times. Babysitting is provided for
9 a.m. classes. Contact the YMCA at
656-2460 for more information.

Needed—part time answering service
with off-campus number. Call 656-8789.

To the Kim who came to The Tiger
drop-in, I don't have your phone number,
so if you still want to write, call me at
2150. The other Kim.

Tutoring in math, physics, astronomy,
and other subjects—110 Kinard or
656-2213.
*».
Photographer needed—part-time. 35 mm
experience and transportation required.
Hours flexible. Classic photo-654-8019.

Sonya, We've been together seven
months, 12 days, eight hours, and two
minutes—I've loved every second of it.
Philip.

Modern dresser, solid wood, dark
brown, six drawers. Good condition—$75;
bicycles used—10 speed yellow Centurian
26" frame, $45. 10 speed Italian, blue
(boys) 19" frame, $100.10 speed red girls,
20" frame, $35. Used skis Volk 178 cm
with Salomon Safety bindings, $80.
Atomic Arc 120 cm Atomic Junior with
Tyrolin Safety binding (child), $30. Ski
boots, used, Nordica Cosmos. Size 8, $40.
Nordica size IOV2, $30. Nordica size 34
(child) $15. Call 656-3593 (or 654-4188
after 4). 405 Skyview Dr., Clemson, S.C.
29631.

Holly, it's been two years, one month,
three days, six hours, and 15 minutes
since we first met—I loved you then, now,
and tomorrow. Your one and only.

The annual IEEE fall bash will be held
Wed., Sept. 17, from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in
Alumni Park. All Electrical and Computer Engineering students welcomerefreshments will be served.

Princess: Whenever your world is in
commotion, he's there for you . . . Little
Prince.

New Pioneer Car Stereo—in boxloaded—$225. Also: used JVC car
equalizer for $65. Negotiable. Call 6680.

To J. B.—Saturday 6—6:30 til
11:30—let the good times roll—let alcohol
flow evenly—let bygones be bygones—I
love you—R. E. P.S. Destiny will take
over.

Part-time positions available for
aquatic instructors, gymnastic instructors, soccer officials, and counselors for
After School Child Care program. Call the
YMCA at 656-2460 or come by Holtzendorff YMCA Center.
"Rush" back to the Doo-Wah days!
Gamma Sigma announces open rush for
all interested girls to join this national
service sorority. Formal rush party Sept.
17 at 8:30 p.m. in Byrnes lounge—Sunday
dress. Informal rush party Sept. 18 at
8:30 p.m. in Byrnes lounge—50's attire.

Bumper, Can't wait for our next study
session! Thumper.

Lost ID's—Lisa Smith, 4596.

Mom and Dad—Thanks for 19 years of
leadership, guidance, and love. I hope you
are proud of what I've become—because
I've always been proud of you—Jim.
Emily Pol and Sisters, Welcome to the
Big U. Maybe a finger
experience
could be had. DannyMac.

Lay-D: Tell daddy I'm not coming
home. Scared silly.

CLASSIFIEDS
National college marketing company
seeks individual or campus group to work
part-time assisting students in applying
tor credit cards. Flexible hours, excellent
money, full training. Meet students and
have FUN. Call Susie at 1-800-592-2121.

PERSONALS

To J. H.—The future holds s many surprises. Love, M. R.

To my favorite honey: I found your
right sock. Come claim it anytime.
Construction Project Manager needed
for Greensboro-based general contractor.
Profit/Loss experience required on industrial and commercial construction
projects $4M in size or larger. Engineering Degree desired. Send resume to John
Martin, Vice President, Rentenbach Constructors Incorporated, P.O. Box 7347,
Greensboro, NC 27417-0347.

Anne, When are you Clemson-bound
again? I promise to buy some candles;
candlelight and Wendy's is great. Your
other Tiger Bud.

Congrats Steph! We're proud of you!
Liz—someday your prince will come.
Mel—do what makes you happy. Keep
limping Fran—I owe you a piggyback
ride. Smile Char-lot. Jill—the weekend's
almost here. Abby—go to Econ.
Kim—Smile I miss you. Mary—Why are
you sleeping ugly? Aimee—do your laundry. Love, Euphadella.

We're talkin'pizza.

Avery—Next time you decide to come
home please let me know beforehand so I
can plan a welcoming committee. Leash.

T.M.

■COUPON-

-COUPON-

$2.50 or $1.50 OFF

ONE FREE
MAZZIO'S FREE FILL
CUP

Save $2.50 off any large pizza
or $1.50 off any medium pizza.
Offer good on Mazzio's Thin,
Original, or Deep Pan Pizza.

With Purchase of Buffet
Monday & Tuesday 5-9 p.m.

One coupon per pizza. Void
with other promotions.

123
w
s
e
v

Post
Office

V
05

Victoria
Square
MAZZIO'S

u
OUR LOCATION

251 VICTORIA SQUARE
(Across from the College Avenue Post Office)

FOR DELIVERY,
PHONE 654-9243

JW3&pi%
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Fall
G
Work§hops
The Counseling and Career Planning Center sponsors workshops
and groups to give students the opportunity to learn new skills
quickly. Typically these sessions are full of information and "howto-do-it's" on the topics. Use them as a way to understand yourself
better and perhaps as a good way to gather information on a topic
for a paper, class project, or other assignment.
Please call the Counseling and Career Planning Center (656-2451)
for information and to sign up. (Space is limited so sign up early.)
Effective Study Skills—Learn about the study techniques that will help you overcome
procrastination, increase your motivation, take tests, and study effectively. The
workshop will be offered twice—Wednesday, Sept. 17, and Thursday, Sept. 18,
6-7:30 p.m.; or Sunday, Sept. 28, and Monday, Sept. 29, 6-7:30 p.m.
Getting a Fresh Start—Get a fresh start for a good gpr. Learn how to make a plan for
one semester that will hold up under pressure. Meets Tuesday, September 16,
6-7:30 p.m.
Time Management—Learn how to plan your time effectively. This skill will make the
difference in how you handle pressure and success in college. Meets Tuesday, Sept. 30,
7-9 p.m.
Career Planning — If you are unsure about your college major or one career you are
entering, this workshop will help you organize information about you and the
opportunities available to you. The workshop will be offered four times: Mondays,
Sept. 15 and Sept. 22, 3-4:30 p.m.; Mondays, Sept. 29 and Oct. 6, 3-4:30 p.m.;
Wednesdays, Sept. 24 and Oct. 1, 3-4:30 p.m.; Thursdays, Oct. 9 and Oct. 16,
3-4:30 p.m. (We would like to meet with you before the group starts.)
Coping with Problem-Drinking Parents—Through films and confidential discussion,
you can learn more about how a parent's drinking problem can affect you and how to
cope with it: Tuesday, Oct. 7, 7-9 p.m.
Human Potential Seminar—Your self-esteem is your most valuable resource at college.
Learn how to increase it, use your strengths for productive purposes, and succeed with
confidence. Limited to eight participants. Tuesdays, starting Sept. 23-Oct. 28,
2:30-4:30 p.m.
Self-Hypnosis Is for Learning Improvement—Learn the general skills and applications
of self-hypnosis. Emphasis will be on improving memory, concentration and
confidence. Anxiety reduction will also be taught. Tuesdays, Sept. 16-Oct. 14,
9:30-10:45 a.m.
Seniors—Career Planning—Develop resumes, learn interviewing and job-seeking skills
you can use to get the job you want. Meets Wednesdays, Oct. 29-Nov. 19, 3-4:30 p.m.
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Tigertown comes to life with First Friday
by Cindy Morris
staff writer
Clemson is ready. Students,
faculty, and fans have been saving up a long time for today. It's
First Friday! It's the day we
celebrate and psych up for the
new football season.
From the moment the cheerleaders' cannon goes off, Clemson will be the great orange town
again. Fans will be found around
every corner cheering and clapping, in and out of beat with
"Tiger Rag."
But all eyes in Clemson will be
on the floats in the parade. To
many, these floats just appear
out of nowhere, but to the organizations that create them, they
represent lots of time and
energy.
Every year, the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity sponsors a
parade. Various organizations
make the floats and compete for
prizes and recognition.
This year's theme is First Friday Thanksgiving. Jay Reel,
chairperson for the parade, said
that there are 34 entries this
year, with groups ranging from
sororities and fraternities to
dorms and family housing. Reel
said the emphasis this year is on
family and community entertainment. "We hope for a successful
start of the parade," Reel said.
"At 10 minutes to six, Tillman
will chime the victory peal. At 6

p.m., Tillman and Tiger Band
will begin the parade." There is a
tentative scheduling for the Dixie Skydivers to land on Bowman
Field.
Reel would like to remind students that a city ordinance and
University rule states that
alcohol is illegal on the street.
"We have taken measures to insure that there will be no problems as there have been in the
past," he said.
Central Spirit representative
Joe Nelson expects a good turnout and hopes for organization,
spirit, and control. "We hope
that crowd control rules will be
obeyed," Nelson said. "City ordinance states no open containers
of any sort are allowed in the
parade. Entrants with these will
be asked to withdraw by Clemson police."
Nelson expressed concern
about people running out from
the side of the road to say hello to
people on floats. "This will be
discouraged this year," he said.
"This poses a serious health
hazard." Central Spirit is preparing for crowd control by assigning one security guard and one
Pika to escort each float.
"With the arrival of Max
Lennon, we are starting over,"
Nelson said. "We need to prove
that the parade is a part of Clemson. We want the parade to be
done right. We want it to stay in
Clemson. Public drunkenness or

Robert Pentecost/photographer

Alpha Delta Pi sorority members work on their First Friday entry. Members are from
left to right: Melissa Faulkner, Kate Bunting, Anne Durkine and Rheta Geddings.
open containers will probably
result in a crackdown on the
Pikas or even on the whole
University. Clean streets, no
alcohol, and lots of spirit are
what we are hoping for."
Senior Delta Gamma Kim
Barlow said that after placing
first in the contest last year, she
and her sisters are anxious to see

the result of this year's parade. for football season and I'm look"Building a float is a lot of fun ing forward to the parade to start
and a lot of work," she said. "It's it all off!"
Sally Brown, a senior Alpha
worth it when you see the results,
Delta Pi sorority member, said
though."
"I wasn't excited until I heard that this will be a good oppor"Tiger
Rag"
at
the tunity to support the football
inauguration," said Julia team. "It is a chance to show our
Jamieson, a sophomore English spirit and support of the Tigers!"
major. "Now I'm definitely ready

Frisbee Club off the ground
by Danny McElmurray
staff writer
Whether you're good or not,
the Frisbee Club wants you. Out
of the 80 members, a devoted 25
are regular players of Ultimate,
the frisbee sport.
Freestyle and Frisbee golf
entertain many of the members,
but "Ultimate is the reason to be
together," . said Hugh Myrick,
president of the club. They were
good enough to be second in the
Sectional tournament last year
and, according to Myrick, "We
have a good chance at Regionals
this year."

There are three final tournaments for the sport. The Sectional tournament will be played
in Athens, Ga., the Regionals in
Huntsville, Ala., and the Nationals in Houston, Texas. On
Sept. 27-28, the Frisbee Club
plays host to the Joint Summit
Ultimate Classics Tournament
with teams coming in from all
over the U.S.
Some of their long-range plans
for this year include trips to
Gainesville, Fla., and Washington, D.C., plus the places they
hope to go to for the finals.
Myrick feared the club would
lose its University funding until
a recent 50-member increase.

Club members now hope to
become part of intramurals next
year.
"We'll teach you how to play,"
Myrick said. "We have handouts, the rules and our own
strategy sheets."
If you're interested in playing
or watching, show up on Bowman Field at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays.
For more information, call
Myrick at 656-7933.
A women's Ultimate team,
now in the formation stage, was
aided by the addition of 33 interested participants on Organizations Day.

"That's What Friends Are For
Non-smokers still choke
by Judy Jones Corfman
graduate student
College of Nursing
Over the past several years,
people who smoke tobacco have
been barraged by various groups
with information concerning
possible health hazards. Now
concern also is being expressed
about the effects of smoking on
the non-smoker, or "passive"
smoker. A passive smoker is a
person who does not smoke, but
is exposed to tobacco smoke that
is present in his surroundings.
Passive smoking affects people
in a variety of ways. People who
are allergic to smoke can have
reactions ranging from minor,
such as runny eyes and nose, to
severe, making breathing difficult.
Smoke has been found to trigger asthma attacks, particularly
in children, and increase symptoms of a cold or the flu, as well

Living Well
as other respiratory infections.
Children of smokers have been
found to have almost double the
number of colds and ear infections as children of non-smokers.
Some agents in exhaled smoke
have been identified as carcinogenic.
The effects of smoking in the
workplace are of particular concern since most work places are
small, closed areas. Smokers
should be considerate of how
their smoking affects nonsmokers around them and limit
smoking to times when few people are around. Non-smokers also
should be aware of the effects of
secondary tobacco smoke on
their health.
The time to be cautious and
concerned about passive smoking is now.

Billy Joel music floats through
the room. Peals of laughter can
be heard over "Piano Man" and
gossip-swapping is on the agenda
for tonight's entertainment.
Friends. What would we do
without them?
We've all heard the saying,
"these are the best years of your
life," when talking about the college experience. But why are
they the best years of our lives?
It's not because of the 8 a.m.
classes and the approximately
12-mile hike from the commuter
parking lot that brings about
fond memories. It's friends that
make college a memorable
experience.
High school is a time to make
friends, too, but often times they
are not the long-lasting kind.
With the exception of a very few
close friends, most people lose
touch with people from high
school. College is the place to
make the kind of friendships that
continue long after graduation.
As some friends and I sat
around Monday night laughing
and sharing stories, I realized
how important they were to me
and how dull Clemson would be

CHATTERBOX

Kim Norton
Features Editor
without them. If it weren't for
the 1 a.m. Fast Fare runs and the
Huddle House adventures, what
would college life be like?
BORING!
Part of Monday evening's activities consisted of a game
called "Truth." Three friends
and I sat around my living room
asking questions of each otherquestions that you wouldn't normally ask people (not even close
friends) unless in a somewhat inebriated state (which we were).
It's amazing how much you
can learn about people in a few
short hours. I have known my
best friend, Anne, from back
home, for almost four years, yet,
until the other night, there were a
lot of things I didn't know about
her.
Two other friends were participating in our "Truth" game. I've
been working with these two people on The Tiger for more than

J J

two years, but some of the subjects touched on during the
course of the evening would
make a sailor blush.
I don't know what it was about
that night that allowed us to all
be so open and honest with our
emotions, but it was certainly an
eye-opening experience. It
brought all of us together and
served as an escape for private
thoughts that maybe just needed
to be released.
Classes have only been in session a little over three weeks, but
there are times when it seems
like three months. You may ask,
"How far behind can a person get
in the first three weeks of
school?"
Real far!
But in that fact, I again know I
am not alone. I have one friend
who has yet to buy his books.
That's behind!
One thing that holds friendships together is common interests. In my case, anyone who
will forego their weekend activities to study with me is certainly a friend (or a martyr).
Like the song says, "That's
What Friends Are For."
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Trustees, professors honored by buildings
Center was named after Frank
Johnstone Jervey, who was vice
president for development at
Clemson and who served Clemson for 23,000 days before retiring.
Also for athletes, Littlejohn
Coliseum, built in 1967, has the
name of James Littlejohn, the
first full-time registrar and business manager for the University.
Lowry Hall and Lee Hall were
both named after professors:
Walter Lowry, Jr. and Rudolph
Lee, a member of the University's
first graduating class and head of
the architecture department from
1896-1948.
Finally on west campus, Sirrine Hall, built in 1939, was
named for J.E. Sirrine, a prominent engineer for textiles and a
trustee board member.

by Kelly Winters
staff writer
Have you ever wondered who
the people were whose names are
on the buildings we walk in and
out of every week? Hundreds of
people have been associated with
the Clemson family over the
years. Why were these people
chosen over others?
Following is some of the history behind 41 of 58 buildings on
Clemson's campus.
West Campus
All of the dorms on west campus were named for former members of the Board of Trustees.
Johnstone Hall, built in 1954,
was named in honor of Alan
Johnstone, a trustee from 1889
to 1929. M.L. Donaldson (Donaldson Hall) was an original life
trustee named in Thomas Clemson's will, and served Clemson
from 1888-1924. R.E. Bowen
(Bowen Hall), J.E. Wannamaker
(Wannamaker Hall), J.E. Bradley
(Bradley Hall) and D.K. Norris
(Norris Hall) were also original
trustees named in Clemson's will.
From 1929 through 1960, Christee Benet (Benet Hall), T.B.
Young (Young Hall), T.E. Cope
(Cope Hall), B.E. Geer, (GeerHall)
and Paul Sanders (Sanders Hall)
served Clemson as life trustees.
Edgar A. Brown's name graces
the Edgar A. Brown Student
Union, built in 1975 after years
of petitioning by students for
such a facility. Brown was a S.C.
senator and also president of the
Clemson Board of Trustees from
1966 to 1975.
Earle Hall was financed by a
huge gift from the Olin Foundation, which also helped build Olin
Hall in 1953. Construction on
Earle was completed in 1959. It
is named after Dr. Samuel Earle,
dean emeritus of the School of
Engineering.
Fike Recreation Center,
previously known as the Field
House and the Cow Palace, was
named after Dr. Rupert Fike,

Tim Crawford/head photographer

Built in 1871, Tillman Hall was named after former
South Carolina Governor Ben Tillman.
from the class of 1908 and the
founder of IPTAY.
Built in 1898, Godfrey Hall,
the original School of Textiles
and once a dressing room for the
Fighting Tigers, was named after
a professor of physics from

1919- 1947, W. E. Godfrey.
Hardin Hall, built in the late
19th century and gutted by fire
in 1946, was named after Colonel
M.B. Hardin, chief chemist for
the department.
Built in 1973, Jervey Athletic

East Campus
Mell Hall was built in 1938 and
used to be the post office. Now
the housing office, Mell Hall was
named for P.E. Mell, president of
Clemson from 1902 to 1910.
Brackett Hall was built in 1951
and is named after R.N. Brackett,
head of the College of Chemistry
from 1894 to 1933 and one of the
original members of the Clemson
faculty.
Built in 1966, Robert Muldrow
Cooper Library is named after
the man of the same name, who
served as president of Clemson's
Board of Trustees for 44 years.
Daniel Hall was built in 1969
and is named after Dr. David
Wistar Daniel, a professor of
English at Clemson from 1898 to
1947. He was also department
head and dean of the School of
General Science.
Jordan Hall, a biological
sciences building, was built in
1977, making it one of the newer
buildings on campus. It was
named after two people: T. Marshall Jordan and his wife, Evelyn
Jordan, the only woman associated with a Clemson building
name. Jordan graduated from
Clemson in 1902 and in his will
left the University $632,000, the

largest bequest in the University's history, to go toward construction of the building.
Built in 1961, the Kinard
Laboratory of Physics was
named in honor of Francis
Kinard, a professor of English
and dean of the Liberal Arts
College.
Long Hall, originally the main
agriculture building, was built in
1937 and is named after Dr. W.W.
Long, whose activities in agricultural development were of
widespread national importance.
Lehotsky Hall was named after
former Clemson forestry faculty
and department head Koloman
L. Lehotsky, who served Clemson from 1956 to 1971.
All the dorms on east campus
are also named after former
trustees: I.M. Mauldin and
William Mauldin (Mauldin Hall),
W.D. Barnett (Barnett Hall),
Richard Manning (Manning
Hall), also governor of South
Carolina from 1915-1919, and
others.
Redfern Health Center, built in
1968, is named after the University's first health officer, Dr.
Robert Redfern. Sikes Hall,
originally the school's library
when built back in 1904, is
named for Enoch Sikes, president of Clemson from 1925-1940.
Martin Hall honors S. Maner
Martin, professor of mathematics from 1898 to 1948.
Finally on east campus, Tillman Hall, built in 1871, was
named for former governor of
South Carolina, U.S. Senator and
leader of the greatest agricultural movement in S.C. history,
Ben Tillman.
One final note: the place all
these buildings are a part of,
Clemson University, is named
after Thomas Green Clemson,
son-in-law of John C. Calhoun.
Clemson left the land of the
University to the state in his will
to be used for an agricultural
institution, something he and
Ben Tillman felt South Carolina
needed.

CANCUN, MEXICO
(Beautiful Beaches, Cheap Food, Lots of Fun!)
3 NIGHTS-$199
4 NIGHTS-$229
7 NIGHTS-$269
Includes airfare from Atlanta, hotel, transfers,
and all taxes. Better hotels available at higher rates.
SMALL WORLD TRAVEL
654-6125

654-8440

TWO
Locations

Up the biU
from Knickerbocker's

Next to
Wendy's

«IT>

U'LL

R PIZZA"

COLUMBO'S PIZZA AND SUBS
AND SUCH

OURS ARE BIGGER!

3-Bedroom Townhouse
FOR SALE or RENT
1,200 sq. ft. • energy efficient
GREAT VIEW!

Compare our 16" large to their 15". It doesn't take a math whiz to figure
that's 11% more area. So we give you more pizza for less money.
us.
Try us, you'll vP

654-4339 or 654-4344

\e

vO*

>*

STUDIO
1€8 FOR HAIR

654-1103
%

*<&>

MONDAY & TUESDAY
SPECIALS
ON PERMS & CUTS
654-5108

Monday-Friday
10-UNTIL
or by appt.

between Jane's Hallmark Shop
and Nick's

Large 3 topping and 2-liter Coke or Diet Coke
(thick crust may be substituted for a topping)
or 2 free 16-oz. Cokes with any Medium Pizza
or 1 free 16-oz. Coke with any Small Pizza
FREE 16-oz. Coke with any Footlong
Sandwich.
To receive credit you must tell phone person you are using a coupon.
Expires Dec. 31, 1986.
We will trade competitor's coupons for our coupons.
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654-3656
OPEN 11 a.m. TIL 2 a.m.
MON.-FRI. (UNTIL MIDNIGHT SAT.)
home-cooked meals (meats and vegs)
LOCATED ACROSS FROM CLEMSON-UNIVERSITY
104 SENECA RD., CLEMSON, SC

ABET

~a

A SHOPPE OF FINE FOODS

20%
DISCOUNT!
WITH THIS AD THRU SEPTEMBER
• Vitamins!
• Fresh Baked Goods!
• Minerals!
• Soups, Salads, Sandwiches!
Sports
• Natural Juices and Sodas!
Supplements!

• Whole Grains!
• Dried Fruits!
• Snacks!

109 COLLEGE AVE. • 654-2795

E
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Splat

ER YOUR OFFICIAL
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One participant in the Alpha Gamma Rho mud volleyball game got into the thick of
things.

Pamoja increases awareness
by Danita Gibson
staff writer
After taking a back seat to
campus life, campus activities
and their inherent issues for
several years, Pamoja is now experiencing a "renaissance" complete with contemporary ideas,
creative input and idealistic
goals.
Since its inception, Pamoja, a
Swahili word meaning "togetherness," was designed to promote
unity and foster personal growth
among minority students, particularly blacks. In the beginnings, one had merely to say the
word "Pamoja" and feel a sense
of warmth and belonging. However, over the years, this feeling
somehow has been lost, and
students are left feeling that "if
you were black and not Greek,
you were nothing."
Pamoja is now back on the warpath, armed and ready to dispel
this negative image. Michael
Green, president of Pamoja, has
every confidence that Pamoja

will succeed and once again become a positive source of black
identity on campus. She says,
"With the increased awareness
of Pamoja and its defined purpose, we can accomplish our
goals, one of which is the overall
awareness of the need for we as
black students to be united.
Another major goal is the utilization of all aspects of the media,
particularly The Tiger and
WSBF. We plan to reach more
people and make them aware of
what we are; not just blacks, but
the entire student body as well.
Our purpose is not to segregate
but to unify."
To dispel the negativity associated with Pamoja, its members
have already redefined the meaning of Pamoja and established
definite guidelines to achieve its
goals.
One of Pamoja's first undertakings will be a time management and study skills workshop.
This workshop will be conducted
by counselor Vickie Bush on
Monday, Sept. 15 in room 227

WORK FOR
YOURSELF
As a campus rep you'll be
responsible for placing advertising
materials on bulletin boards and
working on marketing programs
for clients such as American
Express, the Navy, CBS and
campus recruiters. Part-time
work, choose your own hours. No
sales. Many of our reps stay with
us long after graduation. If you
are self-motivated and a bit of an
entrepreneur, call or write for
more information to:
1-800-221-5942 (Central Time),
American Passage Network,
62U W. Howard Street,
Chicago, IL 60648.

CLEMSON BOOKSTORE

Date: Sept. 16, 17 and 18 Time: 9 to 4:30
Place: Clemson Bookstore
Class of 1986 and 1987
Order your Clemson Class Ring
$20.00 Deposit

Intramural Sports
TABLE
TENNIS

Registration is now open for anyone interested in Table Tennis, Singles or
Mixed Doubles. Registration ends Wednesday, September 24. Single Elimination Tournaments will be held on September 29 (Singles) and October 6 (Mixed
Doubles).

WATER
POLO

Registration is now open for anyone interested in entering a Water Polo team.
Registration ends Wednesday, September 24, with play beginning Monday,
September 29.

WEIGHT
TRAINING

The Intramural Department will be sponsoring two weight training seminars
to be held September 20 and 27, at 10 and 11 a.m. in the weight rooms at Fike
Recreation Center.

Chicago. Dallas. Los Angeles, New York. Seattle

Drive safely

Riggs Hall. Everyone is invited
to attend.
In conjunction with this workshop, there will also be a membership drive. Other projects
Pamoja will undertake are to provide shuttle bus service to
minority students attending
church; inform students of black
history; celebrate black history
year-round; serve as an impetus
to promote the availability of the
Counseling Center; make students aware of the many sources
of free tutoring around campus;
form an old test file; and serve as
spokesman and companion for
those students wanting strong,
positive role models.
These are only some of the
projects Pamoja will undertake
this year. The underlying
challenge which Pamoja faces is
devising a plan of action for both
personal and collective improvement. One member put it best:
"It is time to take a serious stand
for the things we want, and believe me Pamoja means
business."

UNIVERSITY RING

SPORTSLINE Clemson Intramural SPORTSLINE is now in operation. SPORTSLINE contains the latest Intramural Announcements and Information. Telephone
656-2389

this weekend!

656-2389.
For further information, call 656-2116 or come by Room 251, Fike.
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UNION GAMES

Horseback and Ghost Town
(Maggie Valley, N.C.)
Sept. 21, 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sign up by Sept. 14
Only $26
Cost includes: one-half day
horseback ride, admission to
ghost town and transportation
Sponsored by Outdoor Rec.

A "Doubles" TABLE TENNIS Tournament will
be held Monday, Sept. 15, 7 p.m.
A "301" DARTS Tournament will be held
Thursday, Sept. 18, 7 p.m.
—Sign up and practice time begin 6 p.m. at
Union GAMES AREA.

SHORT COURSES

Georgia Tech Game
Sept. 27, only $25
Cost includes tickets and
transportation
Sponsored by Travel
Committee

YOU ARE GETTING SLEEPY
Sept. 17—Special Events presents
Frank Dane—Hypnotist
in Tillman Auditorium at 7 p.m.

SPONGETONES-80'S
WIDESPREAD PANIC-70's
NEXT MOVE-60's
IN THE AMPHITHEATRE
8 p.m.

GREYSTOKE

Sept. 14-FREE FLICK: Sixteen
Candles, Y-Theatre, 7 and
9:15 p.m. Free with University
I.D., Public $1.

THE LEGEND OF

TARZAN
LORD OF THE APES

THEY ONLY MET ONCE,
BUT IT CHANGED
THEIR LIVES FOREVER.

Sept. 15—Greystoke, The
Legend of Tarzan, Y-Theatre,
8 p.m., $1.
Sept. 16—Breakfast Club,
Y-Theatre, 7 and 9:15 p.m.,
$1.50.

THE
B R EAKFAST
CLUB
KJ«S|

Sept. 18-20-lroneagle, 7 and
9:15 p.m., $1.50 at the
Y-Theatre.

jJJJja

Sept. 15—Session 1: Radio Broadcasting,
Sept. 15, 17, 22, 24, Mondays and
Wednesdays. 8-9:30 p.m., $10. Students will
learn to operate all essential broadcast
equipment.
Sept. 16—Session 2: Radio Broadcasting,
Sept. 16, 18, 23, 25, Tuesday and Thursdays.
8-9:30 p.m., $10 for session.
Sept. 15—CPR, 7-9 p.m., $20. Four lessons on
cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

1ST FRIDAY-SEPT. 12
WALK THRU ROCK

UNION MOVIES

Sept. 17-The Night of the
Shooting Stars, 7:30 p.m.,
Y-Theatre, cost is $2.

September 12, 1986

A UNM3SAL PICTURE
' wvniiuictniTumHM:

NO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES ALLOWED
ALTERNATIVE REFRESHMENTS WILL BE PROVIDED
SPONSORED BY CDCC
Sept. 18-19-EDGAR'S: Swinging Richards are
canceled.
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Entertainment
Players prepare for opening performance
hv
.Tpnnifnr Brown
Rrmim
by Jennifer

staff writer
What happens when you put crazy
people and sane people together? Who is
really insane? This type of misplacement
is the subject of John Patrick's comical
play "The Curious Savage," the season
opener for The Clemson Players. Under
the direction of Pat Haskell, a cast of
eleven is diligently preparing for the production. "They're going to be ready,"
says Tony Evans, assistant professor of
drama.
"The Curious Savage" is the story of a
woman who, despite the efforts of her
stepchildren to commit her to a sanatorium and take her money away, is determined to use her wealth to establish a
fund so that she can help others realize
their hopes and dreams. The mood is high
comedy and the character sketches are
very entertaining.
The Clemson Players is comprised of a
group of students who are interested in
dramatic arts. In addition to performing
plays throughout the year, The Clemson
Players is planning to conduct an audition
workshop for those students interested in

learning how to prepare for a professional
audition as well as an audition for The
Clemson Players. The workshop is free of
charge and will be held in the Daniel Annex on September 17 from 5 to 6:00 p.m.
Student involvement is of great importance to The Clemson Players. "If the
plays are done for and by the students,
then you have to have student input to
know what they want to do, what kinds of
things the students on campus want to
see," says Tony Evans, Assistant Professor of Drama. Anyone interested in
working with The Clemson Players is
urged to call Professor Evans at 656-5393
or to come by his office anytime.
The Clemson Players will be performing
"The Courious Savage" from Tuesday,
September 23 through Saturday, September 27, at 8:00 p.m. in Daniel Auditorium.
There will also be a matinee performance
at 3:30 p.m. on Thursday, September 25.
The general public is invited. Students
with a valid ID will be admitted free of
charge. A champagne reception will be
held following the opening performance
for all First Nighter patrons. For more information, call 656-2476.

^

The Players rehearse "Curious Savage."

Wild Choir
crosses over
successfully

'EM' offers fashion
show for black man

by Matthew DeBord
staff writer
It's all the rage now for progressive groups to throw a little
Country and Western flavor into
their songs. The emergence of
bands like Lone Justice, The DelLords, The Rave-Ups and The
Long Ryders is indicative of that
cross-over development.
Additionally, talented Country
artists like Steve Earle are attracting the attention of venerable pop institutions like Bruce
Springsteen (can we call him a
living legend yet?). Of course,
just because a band adopts a
western motif and throws a steel
guitar solo into a few songs
doesn't make them authentic;
they have to have some texture.
Enter Wild Choir, a fivemember band who recorded their
new album in Nashville, mixed
the tracks in Orlando, Fla., and
had the whole disc mastered in
Hollywood. The effort can be
described as progressive pop
with a distinctive C/W twang.
But that's the thing; this band
doesn't look like it belongs
behind Hank Williams, Jr. Actually, if the male members of the
band grew their hair a little, they
would look like the Hooters.
Gail Davies, Wild Choir's lead
vocalist, has a delicious throaty
depth to her voice that gives the
lyrics a real punch. Her words
(she wrote or co-wrote six of the
ten songs on the album) come
across with true vocal honesty;
she believes in the things that
she sings about.
The album kicks off with
"Runnin' Scared," a howler of a
tune about a guy who can't face

Album Review
his true feelings toward love, so
he takes the easy road out and
settles for a trashy woman with
no class. "Runnin' Scared" is the
album's closest attempt at acceptable pop. From there, it launches into a series of songs, all
centered around love, loss, and
realization, that exude an unbridled C/W influence.
"Safe in the Arms of Love"
bears witness to the intense
desire to throw off the bonds of
loneliness and find love. The
words drift along in front of a
heavy drum beat and throbbing
base line. The chorus is a fervent
profession of need and longing:
"I want arms that know how to
rock me/Safe in the arms of love/1
wanta know that love has caught
me/Safe in the arms of love."
"Walls" could have easily been

recorded by John Cougar Mellencamp. Its guitar line comes
across with guts and fortitude,
biting through the simple,
repetitive drumbeat. "Never
Cross that Line" is a romantic
ballad that showcases Davies'
ability to carry a gentle, flowing
tune. The song is about a
woman's agonization at the loss
of a lover to whom she was never
able to express her love. But the
song's tune is optimistic; the
woman feels the loss, but she also
realizes that life goes on. "I
Don't Wanna Hold Your Hand"
is a frank expression of sexual
desire, as indicated by the
tongue-in-cheek title, a sly
modification of The Beatles
classic.
This album is a superbly
crafted example of style-melding.
To borrow a phrase from Ernest
Gibbs, it is a marriage of pop and
country.

Look out "GQ," "Esquire,"
and "M." "EM" magazine is
here to put the fashion world in a
serious state of shock.
"EM," or "Ebony Man," is a
fashion and grooming magazine
that caters specifically to the
needs of black men—needs that
have long gone unrecognized.
I'm a reader of "GQ." I like the
fashion layout and the in-depth
articles. But when it comes right
down to it, "GQ" really isn't
geared towards me.
Being a black male I would like
to know what gains and strides
are being made by black men. I
want to know what the latest
fashion trend is among today's
black college student. I want to
know what's "in" for the black
man.
I've always admired "Essence"
magazine for its coverage of the
black woman. I've always held a
slight jealousy towards black
women because they had
"Essence" while I had nothing.
Thanks to Jo." nson Publications,
that's changed.
If you've ever noticed, "GQ"
has little or no black models.
Some of you are probably saying
that's trivial; that it's really no
big deal. But think about it. Here
I am, a 21-year-old black male
wanting to learn more about me
and what I am. "GQ" definitely
comes up short there.
Before "EM," I never thought
that black men "ragged" so well.
Seeing them dressed in top-ofthe-line fashions gave me a sense
of inner-pride. I thought to myself "Wow, these brothers really
know the deal."
"GQ" is a very fine magazine,
but let's be serious. Does it really
reach out to men everywhere as it
claims? No, it doesn't. That's
where "EM" comes into the

ALL THE WAY
VOGUE

Ernest Gibbs
Entertainment
^ Editor
picture.
There was a section once in
"GQ" called "Distinctively
Black." There is an occasional
feature on a black man or one or
two health hints. Other than
that, there is little coverage devoted to black males.
"EM" gives black men cultural
information and colorful insight
into the lives of very important
black people and issues. "GQ"
always talked about things and
places I'd never heard of. How
could I relate?
"EM" hasn't become quite as
accepted as I would like. I don't
hear anyone saying "Yo man,
you're looking 'EM' today." But
who knows, it could be the next
"in" thing.
I don't think "GQ" ever really
tried to reach a wider cross section of readers. If it did, I wonder
how the readers would react. The
sales manager would probably
have to find a new job.
Many women read "GQ." They
get the book simply to drool over
the models. Now black women
can get dizzy on this side of the
world.
There is one criticism I have
about "EM" though. The articles
don't go in-depth as I think they
should. But given time, I'm sure
"EM" will be making solid
strides in that direction.
If you're wondering what's going on on the other side of the
coin, flip it over. I promise you
that you'll like what you see.

Room With a View' shows hopeful romanticism
by Kelly Winters
staff writer
If you'd like to see a full-blown romance
with beautiful European scenery, accents
from England, great costuming and a
charming story, "A Room With A View
is your movie.
Set in Italy and England in the late
19th century and based on E. M.
Forrester's novel of the same name, ' A
Room With A View" is about a beautiful
young girl, Lucy, who falls in love with
George, whom she meets while traveling
in Italy. She won't admit she loves him
though and instead plans a marriage to
Cecil, an amazingly stiff and moronich

Movie Review
man that Lucy tells herself she needs and
loves. The film shows her deception about
her feelings to herself and the others in
the movie: her mother, her cousin,
Charlotte, a prude who is the most
hilarious character as she has a look of
"Oh my goodness" about her throughout
most of the movie, the vicar, Mr. Beebe,
etc.
Yes, this story is familiar, but the filmmakers have breathed new life into it. It is
funny and sweet, the prudiness of some of
the characters providing more than a few

laughs.
I found myself wondering what Lucy
was going to do—be honest with herself or
marry someone she thought she loved but
really didn't. The film is not very long, so
you don't have to wait a year to find out
the eventual resolution.
Throughout, the movie is filled with
delightful characters and wonderful actors and actresses that show us through
their expressions both facial and vocal
what they think and feel.
As I said earlier, the scenery is also
wonderful. Scenes of huge gardens,
streets in Florence, huge fields of barley '
and poppies, statues large and small—I
could go on and on.

This film is a treat for both the ears and
the eyes. And about the title . . . yes, it
does relate to the movie. At the beginning
of the film, Charlotte and Lucy travel to
Florence, but unfortunately do not get
rooms with nice views. George and his
father, who are staying at the same hotel
as the two women, offer them their rooms,
which do have views. This is how Lucy
and George meet. The title also relates to
the end, but I'm not the National Enquirer and won't tell that. What I will tell
you is to go see this film if you're a
hopeless, or as Kathleen Turner put it in
"Romancing the Stone," hopeful romantic. You'll love it.
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Pre-Season
Ski Sale!
OUTFITTERS
APPALACHIAN TRAIL
2ii CollegeAve.
Clemson, S.C.
(803)65-4-17^7

This year, own
your skis and get
free tune-ups!
Prices start at $35
and up—come see
or call at 654-1737.

Pre-Season
Ski Sale!
Rob Starling

Brian Arldt/senior staff photographer

Starling show commendable
by Bob Yanity
and Paul Sulewski
staff writers

Tuesday night is not the most
fun-filled night here at Clemson.
Rarely will one find a keg party
or funnel festival in the middle of
the week. But for those few brave
souls who are out to beat the midweek blahs, the Coffeehouse
Committee has a pleasant surprise for all. This past Tuesday,
the committee presented entertainer Robert Starling in Edgar's
on one stop of his "Hopeful
Romantic Tour."
It was a small, but enthusiastic
crowd this particular Tuesday

when Starling took the stage.
Through the course of his performance Starling's songs ranged
from selections off his "Hopeful
Romantic" album to those of
such favorites as Jimmy Buffet
and Led Zepplin.
He even further demonstrated
his musical versatility by ending
his performance with a variety of
country and western hits.
Starling enhanced his stage
performance by inviting a couple
to join him in the singing of
"Margaritaville." He also sang
his own rendition of "Piano
Man" with help from the receptive audience.
Starling's music tends to be

more for the easy listening type,
perfect for a Tuesday night
crowd. His musical talents are
made even more impressive by
the fact that he learned how to
play the guitar, the harmonica
and piano by ear.
His instrumental of "Stairway
to Heaven" was proof of his
guitar prowess and his voice
complemented his selections. His
original score were written with
true emotion, patterned after
Lennon and McCartney who he
hopes to emulate by writing
meaningful and sincere lyrics.
Overall his performance was
commendable and worthy of all
the applause.

Band demonstrates diversity
by Ernest Gibbs
entertainment editor
Funk rock band Network will
be in concert in Tillman Auditorium Sept. 19 at 8 p.m.
Being musically diverse, Network tries to reach a wide range
of audiences through its music.
"We don't play Ozzy Osborne or
[heavy] metal," says drummer
Rob Lamp. "We're very serious
musicians. We play songs people

really like to hear."
Lamp also feels that music
should be purposeful and fun.
"Music should be fun. We're not
your typical drugs, sex and rock
band. We want to emphasize
good, pleasant things. We want
to be looked upon as real people
who relate to the audience."
In their stage show, Lamp explains that they really like to get
the audience involved. "We try
to work with the audience, getting them involved with the

show. We want the audience to
really get to know the band. We
enjoy doing things that most
bands don't do," he said.
An example of what groups
and artists the audience will hear
cover versions of are Christopher
Gavin, Kansas, Jeff Beck, and
Howard Jones. Network will also
perform some instrumentals.
There will be an air band contest preceding the concert. Admission is $2.

Regional Notes
George Burns
Tickets are on sale for the George Burns
Homecoming Show on Oct. 18 at Gate 1 of the football stadium and all Union outlets. Ticket prices are
$14.25 for the floor; $12.15 for the upper tier; $9.25
for the lower tier.
First Friday Concert
The Spongetones along with Next Move and
Widespread Panic will perform in the Amphitheatre
tonight at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

Swinging Richards
The Swinging Richards will perform Thursday
and Friday at 9 p.m. in Edgar's. Cost to be announced.

Get 3 movies and 1 VCR for $10
Student memberships V2 price thru Sept. 30
With membership you get FREE DELIVERY in Clemson

LAKEVIEW PLAZA MALL • 654-6567

the #f#

tiger WF
sports shop

Carl Rosen
Pianist/Comedian Carl Rosen will perform in
Edgar's Sept. 23 at 9 p.m. Cost to be announced.
Y-Theater
"The Night of the Shooting Stars" will be showing at the Y-Theater on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. Admission is $2.

—SEPTEMBER SPECIAL—
WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING CENTER
Month of September
Just J)j(J unlimited visits
Stop by and pick up a copy of our new
FREE 1987 color brochure.
FOR HAIR

Downtown
Clemson

654-1094
At our salon, haircare is just the
beginning of your total beauty plan.

M-F 10-6
Sat. 9-2

"N

THE
Also visit
110 College

#JC

ATHLETIC Wr
DEPARTMENT

ATHLCTC

On U.S.123!

• Clemson, SC • 803-654-1719
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Ford speaks Hokies come hungry for revenge
a TRAILING

THE TIGER

Tommy Trammel I
Sports Editor
As has become customary over the
years, head football coach Danny Ford
held his Tuesday afternoon press conference this week at the Clemson
House. The eatin' was good and the atmosphere was a mixture of serious
analysis with a humorous twistvintage Ford.
Here are some of those thoughts by
Ford along with some other assorted
notes from the world of college sports:
. . . Ford's first point of business was
ticket sales, rather, attendance goals.
"Last year we averaged 79,724 people
which was sixth in the country," Ford
said. "If we can jump up to about fourth
in the country that could be something
to be proud of.
"We have 3,000 tickets left so we're
letting high school and under in for $5.
We'd like to have a full house because of
television and to reach that attendance
goal. And we'd like to get those young
people involved in Clemson."
. . . Moving on to more pressing matters Ford reflected on last year's lessthan-sterling defensive effort. "As long
as I've been at Clemson, I don't think
I've ever been more disappointed in a
defensive football team than I was last
year."
While changes have been made to fill
in some of the holes Ford mentioned, the
Tigers find themselves without any
truly-tested linebackers. Red-shirt freshman Vince Taylor, who broke his ankle
after just four plays last year, and converted fullback Henry Carter have
emerged as the two starting backers.
... As Ford went down his depth chart
Tuesday making comments on each
position, he came to the punters and
stopped, smiling. "Our punter came out
of my ad in the newspaper," Ford said.
"That sure turned out to be one of the
best and cheapest recruiting trips we've
ever taken.
"All it cost was the mimeograph
paper; no stamps, no travel, he was
already here." Some 20 students showed
up to partake in Ford's punt-off, but Bill
Spiers, the shortstop for Bill Wilhelm's
Tigers, stood out and has since earned
the No. 1 punting duties.
. . . Fullbacks Tracy Johnson and
Chris Lancaster drew considerable
praise from Ford. "Those two are the
workingest Jessies I've ever seen in
football practice," Ford said. "If we had
22 of those two we'd play on Sunday instead of Saturday."
. _ Not unlike any other form of
printed media in the area, the Atlanta
Constitution ran its annual college and
pro football guide a few weeks ago.
As does Sports Illustrated, the Constitution adds little slices of humor to the
meat of the preview in the form of lighthearted looks at football—the other side.
While I won't rewrite the entire preview,
it does list Clemson in several of its impromptu polls. Here's a sample:
♦Loudest fans:
. . . Clemson: What would you expect
from 75,000 people who had the nerve to
wear orange overalls.
♦Toughest tickets:
... Clemson vs. South Carolina: In the
state of South Carolina, losing these is
grounds for justifiable homicide.
♦Strange places:
. . . Clemson: No matter where you re
from, you're a long way from home.
♦Best Bars:
.. Esso Club, Clemson: Located in the
back of an Esso service station on
Seneca Road. The sign on the door proclaims the Esso Club has been serving
die-hard Clemson fans "cents 1933.
Coat and tie not required-or allowed.
♦Worst uniforms:
. . . Clemson, all orange: It blinds the
eyes and numbs the senses-particularly
that of good taste.
(i
Not to be outdone in this last poll,
the Gamecocks of South Carolina share
this list with the Tiger.
. . . South Carolina, all black: Hopefully the word will get around on colorcoordination.

by John Hemmings
and Jim Henderson
staff writers
While Tiger fans are surrounding
themselves with orange, white, and Tiger
paws in preparation for tomorrow's
season opener against Virginia Tech, the
1986 Tiger football team is surrounded
with question marks.
Even so. Head Coach Danny Ford is
certain of the Tigers top two priorities:
eliminate turnovers and control Virginia
Tech's quarterback.
A quick look in the history books shows
why Ford is concerned about turnovers.
In the first four games last year, the
Tigers turned the ball over 19 times while
fumbling their way to a 1-3 record. Over
the next four games the Tigers went 4-0
as they only fumbled the ball four times.
Since Ford has been at Clemson the
Tigers are 36-2-1 when turning the ball
over fewer times than their opponent.
They are a meager 11-14 when they turn
the ball over more than their opponents.
One of those 11 wins came in last year's
narrow 20-17 victory at Blacksburg,
where the Tigers had five turnovers to the
Hokies' two. Tailback Terrence Flagler,
who will be starting in place of injured
Ail-American candidate Kenny Flowers,
was responsible for three of the fumbles.
Ford appears confident that he will perform better this time around. "Flagler's
had the best preseason," said Ford.
"Flagler will start the football game
Saturday, and he'll be given every opportunity to be successful.
"We have spent 35 practices on nothing
but fundamentals. We start every practice with tackle drills and fumble drills,
teaching our backs how to carry the ball,
and our linemen how to fall on the ball.
"We aren't going to allow our players to
be careless with the football; we aren't going to allow our players not to tackle well,
and if they don't do things well, they
aren't going to play. It's that simple."
One person Ford is worried about the
Tigers tackling is the Virginia Tech
quarterback. "They have a new quarterback, Eric Chapman," said Ford, "who
had a very, very fine game against Cincinnatti last week.
Our quarterback coach, Jack Cowe, who
scouted the Hokies at Cincinnatti, said
Chapman was the man we had to control
offensively to beat Virginia Tech."

Tim Crawford/head photographer

Michael Dean Perry has been moved from end to the defensive line to
make better use of his size in the Tigers' new defensive scheme.
Chapman completed 17 of 31 passes for
271 yards against Cincinnatti. He was
named most valuable player of the game
even though the Hokies lost, 24-20.
Somewhat ironically, Virginia Tech

Head Coach Bill Dooley cited "putting
pressure (on the Clemson) quarterback"
as the key to Virginia Tech's chances.

See Hokies, page 26

Tim Crawford/head photographer

Big stick
ATO Paul Theos takes a big swing as Chi Psi Paul Polito awaits the pitch in intramural Softball action.
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COMPUTER CENTER
SHORT COURSES
SPONSORED BY:
CONSULTING & TECHNICAL SERVICES
1986 FALL SEMESTER
The Consulting and Technical Services (CTS) staffwill be presenting a number of different short
courses during the 1986 Fall Semester. All CTS short courses are free of charge, and we
encourage all interested persons to attend.
You MUST register in person during the three-week period preceding the class at regular Help
Desk hours. To register, come by the Help Desk at the Computer Center, which is located in the
basement of Poole Agricultural Center.
? ? ? ? QUESTIONS ? ? ? ?
WHEN WILL THE COURSES BEGIN? The CTS Short Courses will begin on September 8th.
WHERE CAN I GET A SCHEDULE OF THE SHORT COURSES? The Help Desk at the Computer Center,
which is located in the basement of P&AS Building.
WHEN AND WHERE CAN I REGISTER? You may register in the three-week period preceding the class,
during regular Help Desk hours.
IS THERE A MAXIMUM OR MINIMUM CLASS SIZE? Yes, the maximum class size is 30 and minimum
class size is 10. If fewer than 10 persons are registered for a section one week before the class is scheduled
to begin, we will cancel that section, and notify those already registered.
WHAT IS THE COST? CTS Short Courses are free of charge, and we encourage all interested persons to
attend.
WHAT IF I WOULD LIKE TO CANCEL MY REGISTRATION? To cancel your registration, call Help Desk
(656-3494) at least two days before the class is scheduled to begin. Those who do not notify the Help Desk
will be dropped from the other short courses that they have registered for.
WHERE CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION? Call the Help Desk. Registration, however, must be
completed in person at the Help Desk.
listed below ate 30 short courses that will be offered through CTS:
1000
1015
1025
1050
1075
1200
1205
1210
1250
1310
1400
1700
2410
2600
2605

-

Introduction to Clemson University Computer Center
Introduction to the IBM-PC and PC-DOS
Introduction to DEC Rainbow 100 with CP/M-86/80
Introduction to DEC Rainbow 100 with MS-DOS
Introduction to the Macintosh
Introduction to BrTNET
Micro/Mainframe Communications with KERMIT
Introduction to Using VAX
Using Computer Terminals to Write and Run Programs
Running Batch Jobs on Clemson's Mainframe
Introduction to ULTRDC
Introduction to Mainframe Text Formatting
Using FORTRAN on Clemson's Mainframe
Introduction to the SAS Language for Research Purposes
Introduction to the SAS Language for Administrative Purposes

2610
2630
2650
2700
2710
2715
2800
2820
3600
3630
3680
3690
3700
3710
3750

- Statistical Analysis Using SAS
- Using SAS Interactively at a Terminal
- Introduction to SAS/PC with PC-DOS
- Intermediate DCF
- Introduction to Freestyle on the IBM-PC
- Introduction to Freestyle on the DEC Rainbow 100
- Machines That Turn Data into Pictures
- Writing Programs to Turn Data into Pictures
- Advanced SAS
- Maps: Doing Them with SAS/GRAPH
- Plots, Charts, and Slides: Doing Them with SAS/GRAPH
- SAS/FSP: Entering Data into SAS Data Sets
- Advanced Features of DCF
- Fonts, Special Symbols, and Underscoring
- Producing Theses and Dissertations Using DCF

To get more information or to register come by the Help Desk.
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Booters tie St. Louis, defeat Rifles at home
by Patrick Turner
staff writer
The Clemson soccer team went
1-0-1 this week, tying St. Louis
and beating USCS, to up their
overall record to 2-0-1.
Against St. Louis, the Tigers
were uncharacteristically outshot 14-10 by their hosts. After a
scoreless first half, St. Louis took
the first lead of the game. Tim
Strange's shot from 12 yards out
was tipped by Clemson goalie
Chris Dudley, but still managed
to find the net.
Clemson struck back less than
three minutes later when Jamey
Rootes scored from the left side
from a Bruce Murray assist.Gary Conner gave the Tigers
their first lead at the 67:36 mark
when he took an Eric Eichmann
corner kick and headed home his
fourth goal of the season.
The teams fought evenly from
that point on until Clemson's
Paul Rutenis was whistled for a
handball violation in the box
with just 4:07 left in the game.
Tim Miramonti scored on the en-

Brian Arldt/senior staff photographer

Eric Eichmann battles two USC-S defenders in Wednes
day night's 2-1 Tiger victory on Riggs Field.
suing penalty kick to tie the
game 2-2.
Neither team was able to score
in the remaining time, so the
game went into two 10-minute
overtime periods. The only relevant event in the overtime
periods was an injury to Dudley

which kept him out of Wednes
day's game against USCS.
Coach Ibrahim believes the
team may have been a bit apprehensive about the game.
"Many of our players are
originally from St. Louis," said
Ibrahim. "They played against

the St. Louis players in high
school, and they knew that they
were good players. We may have
made them out to be tougher
than we should have."
In Wednesday night's game
against USC-Spartanburg, the
Tigers were again outshot 12-6.
The Tigers were also playing
without Conner, who injured his
ankle in practice earlier in the
week.
But two newcomers to the
team, sophomore transfer Keith
Parkinson and freshman goalie
Kevin Taylor led the team to a
2-1 victory.
The Rifles started scoring
when Paul McGinty headed
home a free kick at the 20:07
mark. But Clemson evened
things up just 27 seconds later.
The team worked the ball into
the USCS box where Parkinson
drilled a short-range shot past
USCS goalie Gorge Valenzuela.
Just one minute later Taylor,
filling in for the injured Dudley,
made his first of six saves off a
headed USCS shot.
For the remainder of the first

Spikers open with victory
by Eric Keller
assistant sports editor
The Lady Tiger volleyball team opened
its season with an impressive three-game
sweep of Winthrop. The win marked the
first time since 1982 that the squad opened
the year with a victory.
It also was a successful collegiate debut
for Head Coach Linda White, who
graduated from Winthrop. "It was a very,
very nice win for me because it was my
first collegiate match and Winthrop is my
alma mater," White said. "It was even
nicer for the kids because they needed and
deserved it."
Clemson began the match by winning
the first game 15-1. "We played tough,"
said White. "We could have sat back and
watched, but we didn't let up."
"The second game is always the
toughest because the opposition throws
everything it has at you." the Lady
Tigers responded with a 15-9 margin of

half, the two teams took turns attacking one another's goals, with
neither team controlling play.
Clemson started out the second half of play with aggressive
offense, but was whistled offsides three times in the first 10
minutes of the half.USCS retaliated with a free kick from 20
yards out, but a diving Taylor foiled
their efforts.
Clemson put the winning point
on the board at the 83:01 mark.
Dave Fortner sent a corner kick
in front of the net, where it was
headed around by both teams.
The ball was sent to Jamey
Rootes, whose shot in front of the
net was deflected to Parkinson.
Parkinson's shot from five yards
out ended the scoring.
But the Rifles did not go down
without a fight. Taylor was called
on to thwart three more scoring
threats in the final 10 minutes of
play to give the team its second
victory of the year.
Clemson resumes action Sunday as the team takes on North
Carolina at 2:00 on Riggs field.

Scoreboard

victory.
The Lady Tigers then put the finishing
touches on the Eagles by taking the third
game 15-6.
Standouts for Clemson included setters
Cyndi Tucci and Lynn Lugering. Tucci
had four service aces and the two combined
for 50 percent accuracy on their assists.
Joy Flemming had eight kills which was
high for the night. Team captain Denise
Murphy had 11 defensive saves while
Wendy Anderson went eight for 10 in
serve receives.
"Practice has been productive and this
will help give us some direction," White
said. "There are several things we need to
work on. We need to block better and we
need to be smarter. We're not that quick
so we need to learn to anticipate a little bit
better and use the block a bit better."
The Lady Tigers have a week between
matches to prepare for South Carolina.
The squad will travel to Columbia on
Sept. 16, to take on the Lady Gamecocks.

Home
DATE

EVENT

OPPONENT

TIME

Sat. 13th

Football
IPTAY Day

Virginia Tech

12:20

Sun. 14th

Soccer

UNC

2:00

Tues. 16th

Soccer

Wright St.

8:00

NOTE: Tickets on sale for Georgi a and Georgia Tech Monday, Sept. 15
at 7:30.

BIG D'S PIGGY STRUT
SOUL PIT BARBEQUE

ETERNAL
SHEPHERD
Lutheran
LCMS)
Church

CHICKEN RIBS PORK BEEF
Seven Days a Week

654-6514
11:30-9:00 seven days
306 COLLEGE AVENUE
BEHIND CAMPUS COPY
CALL AHEAD FOR FAST, FAST SERVICE
EAT IN, TAKE OUT, DELIVERY
HOURS:
FRIDAYS UNTIL 3:00 A.M.
SATURDAYS UNTIL 1:30 A.M.

WIN $25!
Clemson's song-and-dance group,
formerly known as "The Four-thirty
Thursday Singers," wants a new name.
You can help us by submitting your
ideas to Mark Jessie in Room 219
Daniel or 717 Strode Tower
(656-3453). Please include your name
and telephone number on your entry.
All entries must be submitted by
Sept. 19. The winner and the group's
new name will be announced in the
Sept. 26 issue of The Tiger.

We invite you to honor the LORD JESUS
with us each Sunday!"
Adult Bible Class
Worship/Celebration

9:00 AM
10:30 AM

American Legion Hut
N. Fairplay St.
Townville St.

Located 6 miles west of Clemson U.
in the American Legion Hut, Seneca.

Depot St.
Walnut St.

Clemson
University

Rt. 123

S

Stoplight
Ingles
Grocery

Kevin Graudin, Pastor
882-3209

-<2>
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Hokies
from page 23
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Sophomore defensive back Donnell Woolford is a rising star for the
Tigers this season.

The Tiger
has
business

Tech's defense has seven returning
starters from the squad that was ranked
twelfth in the nation in rushing defense.
It was supposed to carry the team until
the young offensive unit (three returning
starters) got on track.
However, Cincinnati had 158 yards
rushing and a whopping 352 yards passing.
The Hokies had no sacks and the strong
safety led the team in tackles.
Speaking of sacks, an area to watch on
both teams is the offensive line. The
Tigers return only one starter, All-ACC
John Phillips, while the Hokies have no
returning starters. The Hokies offensive
line allowed four sacks last week at Cincinnatti.
Extra points
• Bill (Shortstop) Spires, the shortstop for
the baseball team, will start as punter. He
has averaged 42.7 yards a punt in practice.
• Two freshmen will start Saturday;
Vince Taylor at lineback and James Lott
at cornerback.

• Since the Tigers started playing in
Death Valley, they are 31-4 when they
open the season at home. When opening
on the road, they are only 3-4-1.
• The Tigers have a 34-game winning
streak over teams from Virginia on the
line tomorrow. The last time they lost to a
team from Virginia was 1954.
• A sportswriter from a Roanoke, Va.
paper predicted the Tigers would maul
Virginia Tech 52-3. There's confidence.
********
A limited number of Georgia and
Georgia Tech tickets were left over from
the first day of distribution. These tickets
sell for $15 and $18 respectively.
The Athletic Department will put these
extra tickets on sale to students on Monday, Sept. 15 at 7:30 a.m. at the Cooper
Library on a first-come-first-serve basis.
Each student is limited to one Georgia
ticket and two Georgia Tech tickets. Each
student must pick up his or her own
Georgia ticket and may bring four activity
cards to get two Georgia Tech tickets per
card.

MONDAY
MAQNE22

positions
open.
Please
drop in
906
University
Union,
Sunday
at

Has Monday dealt another crushing blow?
Revive yourself with a well-rounded meal
from Domino's Pizza.. .
On any Monday when you ask for
our Monday Madness Special
you'll get a delicious 12" pizza
with ONE topping of your choice
for only $4.99!

Serving Clemson University
and surrounding area.

654-3082
300 College Avenue.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS9
Monday
Madness

8 p.m.

Receive a delicious 12"
pizza with ONE topping
of your choice for only
$4,991
Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.
Offer good thru 9/18/86.
Name _____
Address
Phone

I
I
I
I
I
I
Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry under $20.
©1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

■
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Eric Nix: working hard for rewards,respect
by Annabelle Vaughan
staff writer
Nobody ever told Eric Nix that the life
of a college athlete was easy. But nobody
ever told him how difficult it actually was,
either.
As a fifth-year senior, Eric has found
out by way of much hard work and his
share of discouragement that it takes a
special person to play college football.
The 6-2, 255-lb. senior from nearby
Anderson saw limited action on the field
his freshman and sophomore seasons.
Last season, he took over the center slot
when senior Jeff Lytton was out with an
injury. In his career, Eric has played in 22
games and started three.
Eric said the fall practices have been
"extremely hot and difficult." They've
been especially difficult for Eric. He was
injured in the first day of full contact
practice. "It's very discouraging," Eric
said. "It seems like once I start doing
well, I get hurt. It's been a big disappointment. I missed two weeks of contact work
and conditioning, so I'm a little behind
everyone else. I'll have to work hard, but
I'm sure I'll get a good bit of playing
time."
An offensive lineman doesn't get much
glory. Eric has been playing center since
his days at T. L. Hanna High School in
Anderson, so he has come to accept that.
"The only time we ever have our names
mentioned is if we get a holding call, "Eric
said. "Besides that, we get little or no
recognition."
Eric may receive a little more recognition this year, however. He is the only
senior offensive lineman on the 1986
Clemson football team. "It's a very
strange situation," Eric said. "I can't
remember it ever happening. I know it
hasn't since I 've been here. But we've progressed very well this fall. Most of the
players have game experience so they
know what it's like to get out there and
play. I have no doubts as to how well the
offensive line will play."
Eric gets very irritated with people who
stereotype athletes. He says: "Most people think offensive linemen are stupid.
This is definitely not the case."
"We probably have to know more than

Player Profile
anybody else on the field. For each play,
we have to know how to block six or eight
different defenses. We have to study our
opponent's defense and practice playing
against it all week."
Saturday, the Tigers open their season
in Death Valley against Virginia Tech,
whose season opener was a disappointing
loss to Cincinnati. In recent years, the
Tigers have had close games against the
Hokies. They won last year on a field goal
kicked with no time left on the clock.
Eric thinks that Tech "may have been
looking down the road at us and took Cincinnati a little too lightly. But I'm sure
they'll be tough after the disappointing
loss to us last year," Eric said. "We know
Virginia Tech is a good team. They have
seven or eight starters returning on
defense so they should be strong."
Eric is not nervous about Saturday's
game. "I don't start getting nervous until
right before we run down the hill. When
you're standing at the top of that hill, it's
a feeling that's hard to imagine. There's
nothing you can compare to that feeling."
Eric almost missed his chance to stand
at the top of the hill. He was verbally committed to sign with the University of
South Carolina, but just five hours before
the signing deadline, he changed his
mind.
"My parents have always been big
Clemson fans," Eric said. "When I'd verbally committed to USC, it made my
father sick for about a week. He cheered
up when I backed out and came to Clemson."
Something that has bothered Eric his
entire career at Clemson is the misconception he feels most students have towards
athletes.
"Most students think we have things
handed to us on a silver platter," Eric
said. "This is simply not the case. We do
have our own dining hall, but only
because sometimes we don't get off the
practice field until late in the evening.
"Students don't understand what it is
like to get up before dawn when it's below
freezing outside to run, and then have to
go to classes. They also don't know how it

Eric Nix
feels to have someone check your room
every night at 11:00 to make sure you're
there."
"Playing has its rewards, but a great
deal of hard work has to go into it first.
Most people don't see the work, only the
final result."
Eric has high hopes for his final season
at Clemson. "We naturally have going to

a bowl in the back of our minds, but we
have to take it one game at a time," Eric
said. "We have a young team, but from
the way people have been practicing,
there's no doubt in my mind that we've
got a good chance of winning the conference and going to a major bowl. I
would like to end my senior year like
that."
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Tiger Picks
Will it ever end? Believe it or
not, after only two weeks the
words cheating and scandal have
already worked their way into
everyday vocabulary for the second straight year.
Reports of copying and calls
to outsiders (boyfriends and
bookees alike) have been
brought to the attention of the
commissioner. Steps have been
taken to quell the uprising.
Now at the top of the pack are
Susan (Looking green) Huber,
Jim (Na-Na) Hennessey, Tim
(Red flag) Crawford and Kenny
(Where were you Sunday?)
Crowder. All four went 9-1 for the
second consecutive week.
Bob (Anywhere but there) Ellis
and Kim (Love those ears)
Norton are only one game back.
Two games out are Tommy (Back
to reality) Trammell, Bryan
(We're on a roll) Fortune and
Hugh (Not anymore) Gray.
The biggest move up the chart
came from Alicia (I'm catching
up) Mattison who went 9-1 to
stay only three games behind.
She's- locked in a tie with Eric
(She was only 15) Keller, and
Brian (Get it in on time) Arldt.
Last week's guest picker,
Kassie Kessinger, went 9-1. This
week's guest is women's tennis
coach Andy (Little buddy)
Johnston. Besides tennis Andy
likes to bike and enjoy the hot
tub.
Last week' s winners:
Miami 45
Florida 15
UNC45
Citadel 14
Duke 17
Northwestern 6
Wake 38
App. St. 13
Alabama 42
Vanderbilt 10
Furman38
S.C. State 10
N.C. State 38
E. Carolina 10
Auburn 48
UT-Chat. 14
Oklahoma St
SWLa.20
Rutgers 11
Boston Col. 9

Virginia Tech at Clemson
West Virginia at E. Carolina
Duke at Georgia
Furman at Georgia Tech
Pittsburg at N.C. State
Boston U. at Wake Forest
Illinois at Southern Cal.
Ohio State at Washington
Stanford at Texas
Liberty at Mars Hill

Susan Huber
managing editor
(18-2)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
N.C. State
Wake Forest
Southern Cal.
Washington
Texas
Mars Hill

Jim Hennessey
news editor
(18-2)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
N.C. State
Wake Forest
Illinois
Ohio State
Texas
Mars Hill

Tim Crawford
head photographer
(18-2)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Pittsburgh
Wake Forest
Southern Cal.
Ohio State
Texas
Mars Hill

Kenny Crowder
asst. news editor
(18-2)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Pittsburgh
Wake Forest
Southern Cal.
Ohio State
Texas
Mars Hill

Bob Ellis
editor in chief
(17-3)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Furman
Pittsburgh
Wake Forest
Southern Cal.
Ohio State
Texas
Mars Hill

Kim Norton
features editor
(17-3)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Pittsburgh
Boston U.
Southern Cal.
Ohio State
Texas
Mars Hill

Tommy Trammell
sports editor
(164)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
N.C. State
Wake Forest
Illinois
Ohio State
Texas
Mars Hill

Bryan Fortune
sr. photographer
(164)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Pittsburgh
Wake Forest
Illinois
Washington
Texas
Liberty

Hugh Gray
assoc. editor
(164)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Pittsburg
Boston U.
Southern Cal.
Ohio State
Texas
Mars Hill

Eric Keller
asst. sports editor
(15-5)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Pittsburgh
Wake Forest
Southern Cal.
Ohio State
Texas
Liberty

Brian Arldt
sr. photographer
(15-5)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Pittsburgh
Wake Forest
Southern Cal.
Washington
Texas
Mars Hill

Alicia Mattison
assoc. business mgr.
(15-5)
Clemson
E. Carolina
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Pittsburgh
Wake Forest
Southern Cal.
Ohio State
Stanford
Mars Hill

Ernie G.
entertainment editor
(14-6)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
N.C. State
Wake Forest
Southern Cal.
Ohio State
Texas
Mars Hill

Richard Edwards
circulation manager
(14-6)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Furman
N.C. State
Boston U.
Illinois
Ohio State
Stanford
Liberty

AnnaMaria M.
advertising mgr.
(13-7)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Pittsburgh
Wake Forest
Southern Cal.
Ohio State
Texas
Mars Hill

Susan Hagins
office mgr.
(13-7)
Clemson
E. Carolina
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Pittsburgh
Wake Forest
Southern Cal.
Washington
Texas
Mars Hill

Molly Stover
asst. ad mgr.

This Week's Games:

(12-8)

Clemson
E. Carolina
Georgia
Georgia Tech
N.C. State
Wake Forest
Illinois
Ohio State
Texas
Mars Hill

Andy Johnston
guest picker
(18-2)
Clemson
West Virginia
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Pittsburgh
Wake Forest
Southern Cal.
Washington
Texas
Mars Hill

WHEN THE TIGERS
BEAT
THEHOKIES,
THE DRINKS ARE ON US!

Subway supports its favorite teams by
celebrating their victories. When our team
wins, we'll give students a free soft drink with

101 College Ave.
654-1432

the purchase of any sandwich or salad. Offer
good for 48 hours after the victory. Show us
your student ID. and the drinks are on us!

♦SUBUNrW?

1

Sandwiches & Salads

101 College Ave.
654-1432
Offer Expires 9/15/86

